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LIBRARY   COMMITTEE. 
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EMORY W. HUNT, I)   I) . LL. D.. PRESIDENT, 
y«r.ft1   ' •.    .   •   ..1 ..ml Miffal Phil'wijmy. 
i       .  • . Una, O lime Hill. 
JOHN L. G1LPATRICK. A. M., PH. D., 
Pro*pecl Hil! 
RICHARD S COLWELL, D. D., 
Prufetsc o! t -    ' - ■>■■ I Litaratum, 
Prvapret Hill 
GEORGE F  McKIBBEN. A If., PH. D., 
Elm Street   nr»r Plum 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS. A  M.. 
■ k" ri  -: tcimtnn. 
We»t Elm Slrret 
WILLIAM H. JOHNSON, A   M., 
Elian-. E. Barney Profeaacr ^.f the Latii, Lai .M»nr and Literature. Burak street 
C. JUDSON HERRICK, M. S., PH. D., 
Butch Street 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY. D. Sc. 
Dean <! Doane Academy. wit!i ran'* t'nivereity Fa'-ulty _ 
Elm and Pruapect Simla 
'LARK W  CHAMBERLAIN, A. B.. 
i PI WY.t Elm Sire" 
WILL!.- A. CHAMBKRLIN, A   If., 
,   . ;.]■■ 
CHARLES 1.  GOODELL, A  It., 
and i'..lit»al Science. 
»NK CARNEY, A. B., 
.-■ .■! Mineralogy 
BIRNEY I! TRA6E, C. E., 
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A. B., 
.     ■ 
W< i I   :i-»*c stti 
Hull -.:v BtfMl 
Wrml l-::m .Strret 
I b ■ ..,.■?,; tdtaaOflfl 
• - ilri>aUfii«nt ftwultka :- 
, „;i ...      . 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY. A. M., 
Annum Prota   irof B 1U1 
Ei5t Dormitory 
HARRIET M. BARKER, A. M., 
t .:■'.■   A Aft. 
BUNYAN SPENCER. A. M„ B. D„ 
Phi tor In : i r--t'k. 
CORNELIA A. MONTGOMERY, A. B., 
I 
South Dormitory 
CHARLES B. WHITE, A. M.. 
Instructor in Latin. 
JENNIE E. BLTNN, 
Head  i V topartmont. 
CARRIE M. HOWLAND, 
Inatroctor it, ■        . P 
II ■ v St.w:» 
ANNA B. PECKHAM, A. M., 
Inttrui tor In >'      ■     iti 
CLARA A. DAVIES, M. S., 
Inttru tor in Set 
Smith Dormitory 
ARTHUR L. JUDSON, 
Pi I.-..,     i Violin, 0     ax ... Htnory._ 
Elm and Pro*pe«-t Street! 
ELIZABETH M. BENEDICT, 
Instructor in Plpi Organ ud Piano. 
FRANK W. STANTON, A. B., 
Dire, i. r.     .V 
KARL O. BURRER. M. S„ 
[nstructof In PI 
WILLIAM A. BEROER, A. M., 
Asntftnol In >'■■ 
Thresher Hall 
East LMrmitory 
LAURA B. PARSONS, 
rteadol An Daparunaot 
FANNIE J. FARRAR, 
Head ol Plaao Dapta inaM 
F. MARION SMITH, A. B., 
SoKrwio, Harmony. CuMIIIWiwlDt, Etc 
KM.,- Hall 
Tlirathar Hall 
( LARENCE D I OONS, 
RUTH L   |ONES  A   B . 




OFFICERS 01   ADMINISTRATION. 
The Lr.iversity Senate. 
EMORY W   HINT  I) I) . I.I.. D.. 
■ 
J  1.. GILPATRICK, I'M. D., 
R s COLWELL, li n 
II. K   HUNDLEY, D  Sc . 
■ 
HARRIET M   BARKER  A  M . 
Other OBctrt, 
R  S  COLWELL, n   I). 
,   a A, »(kmv ) 
C. Ii COONS, 
,   DOMW AGW 
MRS   KATE S  MINES, A   M . 
lOfll      •'    DOftM IUII,> 
EDITH \   STAN TON. 
..... 
•   n flu r tun Halt * 
MRS  HELEN M, HUNT, 
lOOn „, Wrat Clt«J».) 
KARL 0   BURRER, M   S, 
Ughting Plant. 
ERNEST KEIL, 
I M    it I'hytlCft. 
General Information. 
LOCATIOH. 
GranviUe, the home of Denison  University, is situated in 
Licking County near the geographical center of Ohio.    It lies 
among the moderately elevated and partly wooded hills which 
mark the transition from the more level portion of the State to 
more diversified surface of the southeastern section.    These 
raphica] conditions furnish one of the most beautiful and 
restful landscapes in the State,—a natural environment admira- 
'   suited to the spirit and purpose of college life.    The commu- 
is of New England origin, and the continued resemblance 
1
    daily life to that of the best type of New England village 
I  Itly  remarked.     The intellectual, moral  and  religious 
level of the population is high, and every endeavor is made to 
Students under the best influences.    The introduction of 
saloons was prohibited by ordinance of council as soon as the 
"t the State made such action possible.     Recent attempts to 
Hi!    ordinance led to a Local Option election under the 
Law, with the gratifying result of a vote of more than six 
ne against the introduction of the saloon. 
GranviUe is on the line of the Toledo and Ohio Central Rail- 
and by electric car to Newark, only six miles distant, lias 
cce to the Pennsylvania system, the Baltimore and Ohio, 
all connecting lines. It also has electric car connections 
Zanei irille, Columbus, Springfield, Dayton and various oilier 
Tlir town is also well provided with local and long dis- 
ne service, 
BUILDINGS. 
Among tin- buildings occupied by the various departments 
• 
!
 nivi i itv the following may be mentioned: 
This building was erected in 1866, to provide 
The West     lo,,S-''"Ks f"r students, literary society halls and lee- 
mltOTT,    ""''' WOiBf.     It is built of brick, four stories high, 
132 feet in length anil 45 feet deep      It has recently 
■ [one extensive repairs, and is now devoted to dormitory 
l'i>n..,ses alone.     The former society halls and lecture rooms have 
12 SON   UNIVERSITY 
been cut u] inl I r  tudenl      The wood work has 
beer. •■ hereveritn y worn, the rooms and balls 
havi ■   w, the walls and ceilings freshly 
re] ainted.    Lavatories, inchid- 
with hot and cold w 
flooi   .. TI< 1 made easily 
tu lent       rh ! roi ma have bei n 
lb all the heavier fui cessary, includ- 
tiulent, dre   i 
:• ■       • rs. The rooms an light I 
■ • • r r.-il plant, 
The chargi are very moderate, will be 
•   ral  index,  under   head  of 
. . bri< k building, 133 feel I 
"• . 1 s? 1     Two floors 
Donation ' !nr'' nave 1,een new'v rt'" 
• ••■  ame style am! 
been described in the preced- 
mitot Large   and    well- 
this building for the 
Latin, History, 
These two dormitory buildings 
i one  hundred   and fifty 
en   ted 1878  for  the   University 
„   
m
„ .. Dr  W  Howard Doane.   ItUof brick 
■   ne, built in the form ol a cross, and wen 
ntain nearly 30,000 
': and unbound volume      Ri  ent improvements in heating. 
ntributed much to the comfort 
, I i mvei ■ iders. 
Thir, building, the gift of E J. Barney, Esq., in 
,v
 memory Ol his lather, was almost wholly destroyed 
Barney       ,|y g,, m t,„. ,.,.lt.r ,,.,rt „f Man h, 1005.   It is DOW 
Hall '"'|; '   :' and is expected to be ready 
bj   the opening of the first semester of the 
• 1006 7. ture stands upon the former found- 
I seriously injured, and will be of fire-pn KM 
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tru tion  throughout.    It will  be d6vot6d  to  the depart- 
i i  Physics, Geology, and Civil Engineering, thus giving 
much more spacious quarters to these departments than they 
have had in the past.     Provision lias been made for the deporl 
ol   Biology  and   Chemistry,  formerly in  this  building. 
and tin' work in these departments will be conducted with  no 
Ic loss to the student until the erection of new build- 
shall provide ample room and facilities.    Though the loss 
laboratory   equipment   by  the   lire   was   severe,   much   has 
lien  done  to  replace the portions  most  immediately 
•'   to the work of  the  student, and new purchases  are 
■:    it ng made as needed,   The large geological col- 
■   saved entire, and its working value lias been greatly 
inced I v the generosity of the eminent geologist Dr. G.   K. 
rt, of the U. S. Geological Survey, who lias presented  his 
tbrarv to the University, and has signified 
'  ntion to make additions to the same from time to time. 
This building, in addition to the Principal's office, 
,    ' the lecture room   and socielv halls of the Academy, 
DC 
'Cidtmy.     *"r w'1'(''1 'l 's especially designated, contains the 
office of the President, Registrar and Treasurer, the 
rrt'i lecture room, the lecture rooms of the Department I 
h and Greek, and the University Chapel,    It is of Oak- 
ed brick and Aniherst stone, and is three stories high 
ement.     It was presented  to the  University  by 
:
   W, Howard Doane      Since the burning of Barney Memorial 
II the spacious basement of this building has been fitted up to 
temporary quarters for the department of Chemistry. 
This is a three-story  brick building el 
Burton Hall   t,le usc of ShepardsWI College, in 1888.     The inte- 
rior is light and cheery in appearance, restful and 
:
 • in effect, and complete in all its appointments. 
y King Hall was erected at a later date, to provide 
King H,H    for the increasing patronage of the school, and con- 
tains rooms for about thirty young women.    The 
•    of tin- same rizc, similarly furnished, and open into 
i surrounding a large central court. The lavatories of 
° >th King Hall and Burton Hall have recently been renewed 
»nd enlarged. 




tory, completed during the Autumn 
to provide foi the rapidly in- 
tudents in Shepardson College 
* IUS building as yet erected in 
tin- Shepai It is of brick and stone, three 
rooms for about sixty young ladies, 
r«■ r live teachers. 
I with lavatories and the entire building is 
ater i ted by electric limits, 
• ni     The liv ng room are arranged tor two 
ed and clothes closet. The 
irner of the campus, IV    I 
• .■ • receivi     imple shade and protection 
nd maples which have long 
grounds. 
Shepardson College, 
n the i ej ept those in the 
Clul   H take theii meal: in the Dining Hali. a 
• | •   ■ room, I •   '   ; urpo es and ea 
ribed, and   the smaller 
and   Mrs.  A.  I. 
ited on Cherry Street, oppi  ite 
pied by the buildings last described. 
■   the (   ■  i rvatory of Music, 








n Cherry Street, by tl"' 
■ thi  I   nservatorj building,   It is furnished 
with ■ ■•   ■ ' Boor, givingeacn 
mi] ted  vii tage,    The stag'   is 
• ng capacity for a chorus 
•   eventy-l • bed with Steinway concert 
pipe organ, the gift of Dr. 
Doam 
Thr rosity ol Dr.  Doane, a gvm- 
_,   , ' i Shepardson Col The Doane     , ' , .   .    . 
cymn.siuni dunng the past year.    It contains 
:   I .ill healthful forms of ir< 
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exercise, a good  running track,  a swimming pool, and other 
such appliances as experience shows to be valuable in maintain- 
robust physical health in young ladies engaged in study. That 
n iulte may be secured from the use of these appliances, 
and any injury from ill timed or excessive exercise avoided, the 
use of the gymnasium will he under the constant supervision 
ompetent director. 
The new apparatus for heating and lighting from 
x
'"-       .1 central station has now been extended to all the 
The Heating   Univ(.rsitv  buildings.    The   plan!   is divided   into 
and Lighting .... ,     ,   , , Plant lw" P*rts, the holler room, winch lies just to the 
east   of   the   Young   Men's   Christian   Association 
building, on a somewhat  lower level, and the machinery room, 
which lies beneath the eastern end of that building.   The boiler 
m i- now supplied with three one hundred horse power hori- 
' .  tubular boilers, of the Atlas make, with room for a fourth 
future extension of the University demands it.    At present, 
ui two are needed in operation at any one time.   Coal, gas, or 
both simultaneously may he used as fuel. The smoke is con- 
ducted by an underground smoke-duct to an eighty foot stack 
situated hack of the dormitories on College Hill, giving a total 
ition from the crate bars to top of stack of more than two 
hundred feet, and thus securing a strong draft. Auxiliary to 
the boilers are two Stilwell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile »i x 1x6 
duplex boiler-feed pumps which may be v-f\ either to supply 
the boilers or to distribute hot water to the lavatories in the var- 
itlildings.    The water for the latter purpose is supplied from 
a heater mounted over one of the large boilers.   Two Laidlaw- 
Dunn-Gordon duplex pumps 12 x 10 x 18, situated in the ma- 
ry n.om, circulate the water for beating purposes through- 
out all the huildings of the University, and also the Baptist 
Church building. But one of these is needed at a time, so that 
danger of a failure of heat through accident to any 
part of the machinery, There are also condensers for use of the 
exhaust steam from the engines, or of live steam when the en- 
ire not in motion. The water may he heated either in the 
boilen directly or by the use of exhaust steam. The lime is 
removed from the water before it enters the hollers by the use of 
a Stilwell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile feed-water heater and purifier. 
16 IN    fNIVKRSITV 
The plant i • *l of radiation, and has capacity 
for fai the growth of the University requires it. 
The lightii nsista of one 45 Kilo-Watt Thresher 
t-coni to a 80 hor e power Ball engine, 
and one 75 Kil -Watt Tl n ratoi direct-connected to a 
Rut rhe latter has a capacity of 
ly light to all the Uni- 
urrent to the laboratories for ex- 
xiv. the new building fur the Young 
Cleveland and Gymnasium, has 
'' .... the past year.   The i 
 track, occupying the 
east i named th i Swacey Gymnasium, 
f Mr   Ambrose Swi 
of I reason the Assi mbly room of the 
Christian A west end of the build- 
Hall, in honor of Mr. H. A. 
1
        : Clevi lir gymnasium floor is 
other end to the swimming 
. near the assembly 
I with a well selected list of 
nd newspapers, i pen to all the young 
■ .   divided into two large 
n and Franklin literary societies. 
ms .-inrl offices for the 
the Educati nal Secretary of the Uni- 
between the dormitories and the vil- 
e from i ther, and its completion marks an 
ind religious life of the University. 
I : d training which the facilities of the 
le, under the supervision of a competent 
I very important factor in maintaining 
the health ai 1 i igi i of the student body, and consequently in 
' ii    the standar i tic work. 
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LIBRARY  PRIVILEGES. 
The University Library is open under liberal regulation to 
the Faculties and students of all departments, and its contents 
are classified and arranged according to the Dewey system, thus 
enabling the reader to ascertain the resources of the Library on 
any given subject in the shortest possible time. 
The Marsh Memorial Library, in King Hall, founded by Dr. 
and Mrs. Shcpardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. Lide 
Shepardson Marsh, furnishes a valuable collection of books for 
missionary and Bible study. A special collection of works on 
music is accessible to students in music at the Conservatory 
building. 
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS. 
The "Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories," published by 
the scientific departments under the auspices of the "Denison 
Scientific Association," affords an opportunity for the publication 
of original work by students and instructors in the several de- 
ments. 
The "Journal of Comparative Neurology and Psychology" 
is published bi-monthly, under the editorial management of 
i'rofessor C. Judson Herrick, and affords an avenue of publica- 
tion for the researches conducted in the neurological laboratory. 
H has the support and co-operation of distinguished specialists of 
lay, not only in America but in foreign lands where this im- 
! ortant branch "f scientific investigation is pursued. 
Bach of these publications has a large exchange list, thus 
' instantly enriching the scientific library in serial literature. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
There are six literary societies maintained in the different 
■tments of the University,—The Calliopean and Franklin, 
";«n to all students in Granville College; the Ciceronian and 
Irving, of Doane Academy; the Euterpean and Philomathean, 
lot the young women of Shcpardson College. These all main- 
'"" regular weekly meetings, and are of great value to the 
'•terary and social life of the University. 
is '     L'NIVERSITl 
CHRISTIAH ASSOCIATIONS. 
•  thi   University vigorous branches 
Christian A       iation .in,! the ■) 
W men's Christ These organization! maintain 
Bible Study,  the Young  Men 
A rse i   mprising the Life of 
11Id T< lament Biography, and New 
king this course receive certi- 
tl the end of each year, and 
under the auspices of the 
Inti rnatioi     Cot f the '     ing Men1   Christian Associa- 
Every phase of school life is 
rganixations, anil the 
! unremitting. 
U AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES. 
tration "f the University, while 
 Ij and emphatically in favor of 
I 'niversity assembles in tlic 
' the stu lents in all depart- 
attend   unli     excused for satisfactory 
attend morning and eve 
•    
:
 eing allowed to con- 
ga place of wor- 
th various Sunday Schools of 
Sunday School there are several 
n tractors and intended expressly 
lent 
AIM. 
I an honorable reputation for 
ther excellencies ol mental discipline, and 
far as possible, it the 
nd Faculty     Every possible resource 
agmen and; oung women in the 
hysically, intellectually, and morally- 
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DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL YEAR. 
Tlic scholastic year, exclusive of the short winter and spring 
i-. divided into two semesters, of eighteen weeks each, 
irseding the former division into three terms,   The semester 
tern admits of greater flexibility in the arrangement of courses 
schedules than the system which it displaces, and it is also 
believed that there is a distinct gain in having but two genera] 
tlination periods during the year, rather than three. The 
winter and spring vacations are continued, as heretofore, but 
new students desiring to enter for the latter part of the year will 
i in themselves not at the close of one of these vacations, but 
at the opening of the second semester, which for the year 1000- 
l'J07 will be the 4th of February. 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Each semester opens with the Chapel service, on the morning 
the day scheduled in the University calendar.    No student 
enrolled is allowed to absent himself from the University 
I temporarily without permission from the President, since 
e from any University exercise entails serious loss. 
Punctuality  at  the beginning of  the  session  is especially 
!OSM-S incurred by beginning behind one's classes can 
never he fully repaired.     Although •indents will be admitted at 
'■'■'    time, it is highly desirable that tiny begin their studies with 
the Kali semester.     If the attendance is expected to he for but 
■ nie-tcr, that is the best; if for longer, the regularity secured 
• beginning with the opening of the » hool year, in September. 
adds greatly to the profit of the study. 
W ithout special permission to do otherwise, each student is 
expected to take not less than thirteen nor more than eighteen 
hours of work in the class-room per week. 
Careful records are kept by the   University  officers, from 
which each student's character for punctuality as well as for 
UUDentS in his studies can at any time be ascertained.    This 
niiormation will be furnished to parents or guardians at the end 
'' each semester, and at any other time, on application to the 
lent. 
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ABSENCES. 
It is col allowance of ten per cent of the 
entire numl ei '. exercises in any study during any given se- 
mester is : ufl ver all necessary absences. This allow- 
ancei >we\ or, to encourage absence for trivial rea- 
sons, and pun BX every class exercise will receive 
duerecogniti A   ei   es in excess of ten per cent, will operate 
direct! tudent's term standing, as well as indirectly 
haracter ol hii work when present.    Absences 
iron. Cha] sr of eight  for each semester shall be 
treated a- exu. tice shall be given by the monitor 
promptly to each stu lorn who has l>een absent eight times.   For 
any ;. Id student shall be regarded as sus- 
pended unless wi '.'. hours he shall obtain an excuse 
from a committee of the Faculty.    Notice of such suspension is 
given at    i   •  I    each of the student's instructors. 
CLASS STANDING. 
• t record of the work of each 
me to the Registrar at the close of t ho 
class*   the -landing is indicated as fol- 
ettei •'  a   tudent'i name indicates that his 
work for tl ter, including examination, has been excellent; 
B, that it :. C fair.    The letter D indicates that 
'..<    redit until some condition. 
i  •• fulfilled; and K indicates a 
■ '.he imposed condition prc- 
mi  •••r thereafter, in order 
Students marked E in 
the completion of their course must take 
r if that is impossible, in such 
I hall direct 
EXAMINATIONS. 
very class, usually both oral and 
: each   emeeter.   All student-. 
rhether r degrei     r not. must attend all examina- 
inth< hich they pursue.    N'o student whose exam- 
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i in any study is reported "incomplete" will receive credit 
• r that study until the examination has been completed, and 
must be done within one year from the date of the original 
examination 
THE DENISON SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION. 
This society aims in the words of its constitution: 
(ill   TII afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by 
• tercsted in the various sciences, 
(''i   To collect, record, and disseminate information bear- 
• I he sciences. 
<<)    T'» stimulate interest  in local natural history and to 
■ notes and specimens illustrating the same. 
It has been the means of. much good in arousing a desire for 
ientific investigation, and the interest in its work is 
■'   increasing. 
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
ublished under the auspices of this association, 
the Permanent Secretary, C W. Chamberlain, 
THE DENISON LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION. 
Th    association was organized to stimulate interest in tan- 
:iv and unify the work of the various language depart- 
the   University     All  members "(  ihc   University, 
tvith nts or teachers, may have their names placed upon 
1
 il ership mil upon request, and no membership ice is 
"I     It. meetings are held every other week, alternating 
with tin- '   etin    i i the Scientific Association. 
THE  ENGINEERING  SOCIETY. 
The Engineering Society is an organisation composed of 
rs and students who meet to read and discuss papers ,!l 
nical interest, and make reports on engineering structure! 
ther subjects relative to the work of the department of 
ineering    A reading room and library are maintained. 
ble to ail students in the department where ihe leading 
i *ring periodii als may in- consulted,    An effort is made to 
;  i lie habit <f constant studv of Engineering literature, 
ther with an appreciation of its value to 'he engineer. 
! KSITY 
HISOH   ORATORICAL  ASSOCIATION. 
The aii to prom te interest in public 
local contest is held each year 
ten representative of the i   liege at the 
Contest     0   asional contests in de- 
arranged. 
THE   DENISON  ATHLETIC   ASSOCIATION. 
liter the work in the gym- 
•   j'lr.-ual  culture, at once 
tudent.    The payment of an 
ed by the University, constitutes each 
iciation, entitled to all its 
nagement.    The association 
•i ■! by P. P. Beaver, Esq., 
■ 
SPECIAL STUDY FOR HONORS. 
Any i ei I  who has maintained an A 
rk  during two successive se- 
yeara, and has not fallen 
, with the consent of the faculty, 
rone selected department 
llment shall be made prior 
the Junior year      If the application be 
artment selected shall 
itantially equal in amount to a 
■    . e.,r. □ this work prior to the first 
Tin-examination shall be conducted 
under the r in charge, assisted by some 
lit) -to be appointed by the President, 
in addition to the special assignment it shall cover in a gen- 
eral way all other work which the applicant has taken in the same 
irtment If creditably passed it shall entitle the applicant 
to have his name placed upon the records of the University as 
having won Honors in this department, and the fact shall be 
announced on Commencement day and published in the annual 
• ataloguc. 
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During the interval between enrollment for Honors and 
lination, the Student must maintain an A rank in all work 
m the department to which his special.study shall belong, 
and must not [all below 1! in any other department.    He must 
also maintain an unblemished record in deportment. 
Work done for Honors must not be elementary in its charac- 
ter, and in no case shall it be the only work done in the depart- 
ment in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses already 
iay be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may 
be a signed to suit individual cases; but in no case shall work 
which Honors are bestowed be counted as any part of the 
student's requirements for his baccalaureate degree. 
PRIZES. 
1. The /-eioi's Literary Prize Contest. Charles T. Lewis, 
E ij . of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopean Literary 
ties the following prizes, to be obtained by literary, contests 
during Commencement week: Forty dollars to the best debater, 
thirty dollars  to the   best   orator,   twenty  dollars  to  the best 
and ten dollars to the best dcclaimer. 
2. Tlie Samson Talbot Prize Reading. This prize founda- 
tion is for the best reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors 
and Juniors.    The prizes are S40 and $20 respectively. 
".    The Daniel Shcpardson Bible Book Prizes.    During the 
last three years of his life, Rev.  Daniel Shcpardson, Ph. D., 
two prizes each year, of $50 and $25 respectively, for the 
tudics upon designated books of the Bible.     Since 
leatfa  of  Dr.  Shepardson,  Mrs.   Shcpardson  has indicated 
her intention to continue these prizes for the current year.    The 
test is open, without distinction of sex, to all members of 
the Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes.    The book-studies 
submitted for these prizes must contain between 4,000 and 7,000 
words, and treat of the authorship, date, circumstances, purpose, 
general outline of thought, and the great teachings of the book. 
The prises will not be awarded unless there are at least five bona 
!
'     otestanta, and all contestants must maintain a good gen- 
eral college standing in character and work.    The studies must 
be in the hands of the Committee of Award by the 10th of May. 
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i 11i   young lady who shall 
in the Senior Exhibitions. $1(1; 
I ik'liver the best 
II I C04ld best. |5 
5     Th M       Pritt     Tlu-Rev  Char!,-   II   Moss of Mi 
M ther, the late Rev. Lemuel 
M        D   '■'       prize of $25 to thai    tudent for the ministry who 
repare ! oration upon a subject related 
1
   ■ I this prize may be 
thi  Department of English. 
A  nui prizi    are awarded for 
poi ercisi Field Day. 
BOROKS  AM.  PRIZBS AWARDED  IN JUNE,   1005. 
I   Hu ted, Mi s Marjorie 
istii W Nixon, Charlei C  Patterson. 
Fa ■ >■ Bi nni tl. Miss Mar- 
ri<   tt 
::   Nixon, CaUioj i 
'• Patterson, I Essay, Guy C. I I 
Franklin. 
■'  •■' ■ ' pri«e, Charles  I". 
!  r •    rise   Justin VY. 
•     D  H 
• ■ •    I    tt 
■ ■ ■ •   ■   Mi    Kate I. Chamb. ■ 
Phornl 
i i I prise, Justin \V. Nixon; 
p 
-'. HOLARSHIP FUNDS. 
of assi tarn e the University 
ncome ol the following funds: 
1
     The Mai Fund, $30,000,   The income of 
  tudents in Oranville Col- 
fter graduation from 
Grai 
1
'       wment, of 112,000, far <||C 
I 
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:(,   Tin- Bbenezer Thresher Pund, of 110,000, for the aid oi 
young men in Granville College, 
•1.   The M. K. Gray Pund, of S5.000, for the aid of minis 
indents in Granville College 
"i    The David and Jane Harpster Pund, of *l ,500, available 
MI lents in Granville College and Doane Academy. 
ii    The David Thatcher hind, 11,500, available lor minis- 
I students in Granville College and Doane Academy. 
7.   The Mary Arnold Stevens Pund, of 1500, for students 
nville College or Doane Academy. 
N     The  Shepardson  Scholarship,   income  of  (1,000,   for 
i  its in Shepardson Colli 
0     The   Luse  Scholarship,  income of $1.(1(1(1,  for students 
■ ardson College 
10. The Bostwick Scholarship of $1,000, established by 
and A  A   Boi i wii k, of Seville, Ohio. 
11. The Griswold Scholarships, the income of $5,000, the 
the late G. O. Griswold, Esq., of Warren, Ohio. 
12. The Mana Theresa Barney Fund, from which the Pres- 
if the 1 niversity has a varying amount at his di p aleach 
■ to be h.aned to students at Ins discretion, without interest. 
!■',    The Ohio Baptist Education Society lias at its disposal 
lition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of 
, if neces ary. 
14. By authorization of the Trustees the President of the 
rsil may remit the tuition of a limited lents 
-    rti       cial necesi itv. 
15. A fen scholarships which were sold in the early days 
ollege wen afterwards surrendered by the original pur- 
ind are at the disposal of the Faculty. 
Good i lass standing and exemplary conduct in all relations 
i i are prerequisite to the enjoyment of any ol these schol- 
Pupils holding them may be tailed upon to render a 
certain amount of service to the Univer ity, but never to an 
' winch will interfere with tegular college studies. 
Por further in format ion regarding sch pe° '" '"'n" 
isterial students, address Rev, A s Carman, Educational Sec- 
retary; concerning scholarships open to those not studying for 
"'" Ministry, address the President of the University. 
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FIRST   DEGREES. 
The i!c re> f A. B., Ii. S , and Ph. B . are conferred upon 
urn as have passed satisfactory exam- 
inatii : tudies required. 
1 required to pay the treasurer 
their fee of five dollars, as early 
DC   1. 
No first di ranted to any candidate therefor 
.-■ rter of the Senior vear 
mplete any work of the 
ear. 
SECOND DEGREES. 
The u m completion of grad- 
uate on of a student to a 
Erom the Faculty shall 
who have advanced stand- 
■, but not more than 
ork may be taken previous to 
. • 
irsea ate subject to the 
tal and laboratory fees as others.   Non- 
reea are required to pay the 
same . . lent candidates for the 
The ill advanced degrees is ten 
dollar-      It'   particular  requirements  for the several degrees 
arc as follow : 
FOR THE  DEGREE OF A. M.  ABD M   S. 
1      Rl 1*11 .!        The   candidate   for  either  of 
the <• ■ ■   this University one year under the 
the 1 Rl   itationt and examinations shall 
be appointed by tin ral instructors,   Any instructor may 
require a thesis on the subject taught by him, and allow it to 
take the place of as much work in that study (not to exceed two- 
thin: him may seem good. The candidate shall 
with the approval of the Faculty, select from the following list 
one study as a mam study, and shall pursue it throughout the 
year 
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1.    One language other than English, 
2. Mathematics. 4.    Science. 
3. Philosophy. 5.    History. 
He shall also, with the approval of the Faculty, select each 
semester, two minor studies 
Minima.—A candidate for the degree of A. M. must take 
the equivalent of a three hour course through one semester in 
each of the following subjects: (a) Greek or Latin, (6) a mod- 
ern language other than English, (c) history, (d) English liter- 
ature. 
The minimum of required studies leading to the degree of 
M. S. shall be as follows: 
A complete year in some one physical science and two-thirds 
of a year of physical science in addition. 
Minima for Ph. M. will be determined by the Faculty. 
2. NON-RESIDENT GRADUATES.—The candidate shall study 
two years under the direction of the Faculty. He shall be exam- 
ined at the end of the first year, and shall present a satisfactory 
thesis at the end of the second year. Recognizing the unsatis- 
factory conditions under which non-resident work for a degree 
must be done, the University does not advise it unless the cir- 
cumstances are quite exceptional. 
Second degrees in course arc not granted by the University. 
THE MEDICAL PREPARATORY COURSE. 
The Scientific Course includes the subjects recommended by 
tlic Association of Medical Colleges for prospective medical stu- 
dents, and special opportunities are offered in the biologiacl de- 
partment to such students as may desire to secure advanced 
standing in the medical school. It is now recognized that the 
rapidly increasing competition in the medical profession makes 
necessary the best possible preparation and that college grad- 
uates have vastly better prospects of success than others. To 
accommodate those students who desire to lay the broadest 
I»>ssible foundation for medicine, a year of graduate work is 
offered leading to the degree of Master of Science and presenting 
advanced courses in comparative anatomy, histology, neurology, 
botany, chemistry and physics. 
THE SEPARATE DEPARTMENTS. 
I.   GRANVILLE COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL  STATEMENT. 
>   liege" was the offi ial designation 
Deni   n University, t1 * about ten 
ent name    At various 
ption ol the name 
I he insinu- 
Whi-n the 
between Denison 1 nil ersity and 
rd, the necessity for 
rti    nt of 1 be University 
traction of y «ng men in tlic four 
I       ;   . ival "(  till   old  name. 
I, the reader will 
to the di     illegiate instruc- 
1 I  from  the departments 
ung     n en, prepara- 
traction, et 
n 
FACULTY OF GRANVILLE COLLEGE. 
EMORY W. HUNT. D. D.. LL. D., 
InttUtctual and Moral Philosophy. 
JOHN L. OILPATRICK, A. M., PH. D., 
Mathematics, 
RICHARD S. COLWELL, D. D., 
/ /i(- Grtth Language and Literature 
GEORGE F. McKIBBEN, A. M., PH. D., 
I'hc Romance Languages, 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A. M.. 
Rhetoric .i»</ English Literature, 
WILLIAM II. JOHNSON. A. M., 
Th$ Latin Lo/ngnagt and Literature, 
CJUDSON HBRRICK, M. S, PH. D., 
Zoology. 
CLARK W  CHAMBERLAIN, A. B., 
/'//1 - j 
WILLIS A  CHAMBERLIN, A. M.. 
The German Language. 
CHARLES E, GOODELL. A. M.. 
tenet 
FRANK CARNEY, A. M . 
'Iiv. ralog) 
BIRNEY E. TRASK, C. E . 
* 'ivtt 
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A  M . 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. M.. 
Botany. 
HARRIET M   BARKER, A. M . 
History o) An. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M.. 
Logi, 
CORNELIA A  MONTGOMERY, A   B . 
English and Vocal Exprt 
ANNA B. PECKHAM, A   M , 
Matiumtatt 
ARTHUR I.  JUDSON, 
History of Music 
P. MARION SMITH. A   II.. 
7 Vfii'M'  Of    Mil Ml 
FRANK W   ST AX TON   A. B.( 
Physical Training. 
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CONDITIONS OF  ADMISSION. 
Regulai tes of Doanc Academy arc 
"• I further examination. 
The High Schools are credited 
work without examination, so 
I ntrance requirements of the 
■    ' ■ 
1   i examinations for admis- 
n to the Coll                                held on the day preceding the 
 A   U     (See Calendar.) 
I   VI NTS. 
1 IL COURSE thi  requirements are; Latin.— 
•  ■'•    '■     f Ca fen   rations of Cicero, and 
un i  ! that the reading of 
I tin- Beginner's Book and 
" that the ? rand Cicero is accompanied 
Creek.—Grammar 
Xenophon's Anabasis, accom- 
ition.    English.—In 
• illy done in the Grammar 
ii ant must be prepared for 
' ■■■•■• eel     Principles of English 
Compositioi English Classics, substan- 
tially the ami unt required by the New Kngland Association. 
which  I r  1906 re's  Macbeth; Scott's 
r de Coverly Papers in the Spec- 
tator; Goldsmith f Wakefield; Coleridge's The An- 
cient Mariner So tl    Ivanhoe; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, 
I      ing of Arthur; Lowell's The Vision of 
"   •      ! Marner.    Mathematics.—Alge- 
Plane, Solid and Spherical Geometry- 
and one yaw of General 
History.   Scitttct    Elementary   Physics, 
FOR THE SCIENTIFIC COURSI     English, Mathematics anil 
History,  the  same  as   in   tin   Classical  Course  just described. 
Latin    The work i  the  ami ribed above for the Classical 
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Course, but one year of work in cither Greek, German or French 
may be offered as a substitute for the last year of preparatory 
Latin. Science.—The equivalent of eight terms of science of 
twelve weeks each must be presented, as follows: Physics, with 
laboratory work, thirty-six weeks; Chemistry, with laboratory 
work, twenty-four weeks; and three additional terms' work must 
lected from among the following: Botany, with laboratory 
or field work, twelve weeks; Zoology, with laboratory work or 
field work, twelve weeks; Physical Geography, twelve weeks; 
Elementary Physiology, twelve weeks; Advanced Physiology, with 
not less than fifty hours laboratory work, twelve weeks;MeckaHi- 
cal Drawing, to be accompanied by acceptable plates, certified 
by the instructor, twelve weeks. 
FOR THE PHILOSOPHICAL COURSE: English. Latin. History 
and Mathematics, as in the Classical Course, described above. 
Science, as in the Scientific Course. 
A more detailed idea of these requirements may be gained 
insulting the tabular statement of courses in Doane Academy 
which will be found by consulting the general index, under the 
heading, Doane Academy. Fair equivalents for any of the 
studies enumerated will of course be accepted. Candidates for 
admission must present evidence of good moral character, and 
if from another college must bring proof of regular dismission. 
Each of the collegiate courses occupies four years. 
DEFICIENCIES IN CERTAIN BRANCHES.—Students often apply 
for admission to the regular classes, who are behind those classes 
in some study. If such students show ability, all possible assist- 
ance is afforded them in compassing their purpose. It is some- 
times, however, necessary for them to secure private instruction 
for a short time; but this may be obtained at very reasonable 
rates. 
STUDENTS NOT CANDIDATES FOR A DECREE.—Students who 
do not desire to become candidates for a degree may be admitted 
to the College, provided they give satisfactory evidence to the 
Faculty that they can profitably pursue the studies which they 
may select. 
s 
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UBNTS FOR GRADUATION     In estimating 
the   redits for thi '        ree the unit adopted is one 
tureorn       tion or two hours a week of labor- 
semestei    One hundred and twenty- 
four i the completion of any course of 
Ordinaril;    it i   expe ted that the 
:  ''i ur.it- each semester, and no 
  aggregating more than 
n any a mester without 
       i 
DISMISSION. 
emester will not he 
their < onnection with 
missed by tl     Pre idenl 
SPECIAL STUIJIi 
■   Stei re taught by com- 
for 1 he present, 
■    I S 
ateeduca- 
lege in the 
e  oi  the more 
... 
140 00 
•   s | ; ,-,n 





  7S  (HI 
13   IMI 
10 «Hi 
.1 S.'ci.-, I.. J'.'-ll 
man Class,  $2; 
r, $5; Electivi    S2. 
ted with certain scientific 
ientific department 
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Registration Fee, one dollar. For registrations made the 
first day oi a semester, the fee is remitted, for the second day, one- 
hall the fee is remitted. 
A fee of *'.! is charged for each special examination. 
Board in clubs costs from $2 to $2.50 per week; in families, 
(3 to $3.50. Whatever board costs over S-' per week must lie 
added to the above estimate. Many students reduce their 
expenses below this sum. 
All bills arc to be paid, or satisfactory security for their pay- 
ment lodged with the treasurer, at the beginning of each semes- 
ter, before students take their places in their classes No charge 
for tuition, room rent, or incidentals will be for less than half a 
semester. 
DORMITORY FURNISHING. 
Students rooming in the college dormitories are expected to 
provide their own  bed  clothing,  towels,  soap and other toilet 
appliances.   For the charge specified in the preceding table the 
ege provides the necessary furniture (bedstead, mattress, 
dre   II-.  book-case,  lounge, table  and  chairs)  lights the rooms 
with elei tri. lights and heats them bj means of hot water radia- 
tor-..    The living rooms are all in close proximity to lavatories, 
-it the ame floor, where shower baths are provided, with hot and 
cold water.   Student. not rooming in the College buildings must 
have their rooms approved by the Faculty and be subject to the 
il regulations of the college. 
The really necessary expenses of a student for a year, exclu- 
ivi of clothing and traveling, range from $200 to 1250, and 
many students meet a large portion of tin-, by private earnings 
during the college jrear 
STATEMENT OF WORK  IN THE VARIOUS 
DEPARTMENTS. 
INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY. 
PRESIDI NT HUNT. 
mprisi    four hours a week 
ol  the  Junior year and  five  hours 
r     The method of work is almost ex- 
. with theses upon assigned 
'•" le text-hook, however, 
tudenl   an introduction to the best 
literatun       thi     ibject 
I ntly in view is not to secure the 
al theory, but t" guide the student in 
El  | laid upon the importance 
analyti   metl tering the discussion of philosopb- 
i  • 
evoted 1     Deductive Logic and the 
ml : i diagrams arc- introduced. 
■   I ■ t recent developments 
nh        ubjeel  ii   treated not merely 
I as a method of practical 
and judicial investigations. 
In Ps; final appeal is made to consciousness, 
whilen given to the results of psychological experi- 
ment. 
In Ethics, the methods and conclusions of the evolutionary 
ol are passed in review.    Especial attention is given to the 
of conscience, and to the principles in accordance with 
which the character of acts must he determined. 
In Christian Evidences, Christian truth is examined with 
•special reference to the objections which it has to meet to-day. 
34 
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The work is given in three courses: 
1. Logic.—Deductive and  Inductive.   Junior  year,  first 
ester, four hours, Tuesday excepted,  11 A. M.    Associate 
Spencer. 
2. (a) Psychology.—Senior year, first semester, until 
Thanksgiving recess.    Five hours, 11 A. M. 
(ft) History of Philosophy.—Senior year, first semester, 
from the Thanksgiving recess to the end.    Five hours, 11 A. M. 
IS. (a) Ethics.—Senior year, second semester, until the 
Spring recess.    Five hours, 11 A. M. 
(b) Theism and Christian Evidences.— Senior year, second 
semester, from the Spring recess to the end.  Five hours, 11 A.M. 
These courses arc all required of candidates for the various 
baccalaureate degrees conferred by the University. 
MATHEMATICS AHD ASTRONOMY. 
PROFKSSOK CILPATBICK. 
1. Algebra.—Development of Functions; Convergency of 
Series, Theories of Logarithms; Permutations and Combinations; 
Theory of Equations. Four hours per week, Friday excepted. 
Freshman year, first semester, two sections, 7:40 and 8:40 A. M. 
2. Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical.—Freshman year, 
second semester, Monday and Tuesday, two sections, 7:40 and 
8:40 A.M. 
3. Analytic Geometry.—Sophomore year, first semester, 
four hours per week, Friday excepted, 11 A. M. 
4. Differential Calculus.—Sophomore year, second semes- 
ter, four hours, Friday excepted, 11 A. M. 
5. Integral Calculus.—Junior year, first semester, four 
hours per week, Friday excepted, 10 A. M. 
6. Teachers' Course in Algebra and Geometry.—Open to 
Juniors and Seniors. Second semester, Wednesday and Thurs- 
day, 8:40 A. M. 
7. The Theory of Equations.—Open to Juniors and Sen- 
iors. Second semester, Wednesday and Thursday, 8:40 A. M. 
Alternates with course 6.    Given in 1907. 
Courses 1 and 2 are required of all students for degrees. 
Course 3 is required of candidates for the degree of Bachelor of 
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:    . re n   uired a - prerequisite to 
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l   A   M 
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I 
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■    Olynt Sight read- 
1
    I ru   S" ulii-. Xenophon, 
and the New Testai more year, first  semester, four 
',   M 
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1
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'
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,,; r major language. 
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5. Tragedy.—Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides. Elec- 
tive for those who have completed courses 1-4. First semester, 
four hours, Wednesday excepted, 8:40 A. M. 
6. Aristophanes.—Elective for those who have completed 
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 
1:30 P. M. 
7. New Testament.—Elective for those who have had 
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday. Thursday, Friday, 
B HI A. M. 
ROMANCE LAHGOAGES. 
PROFESSOR MCKIBBEN. 
This department offers opportunity of studying French, 
Italian and Spanish. Its aims are: (1) The acquisition of a read- 
ing knowledge of the foreign language; (2) linguistic training: 
(3) introduction to the foreign literature and life. 
The methods employed includes the following features: 
Simultaneous beginning of grammar and translation; gradual 
advance to the new with frequent practice upon the old; the mas- 
tery of principles by noting and classifying examples found in 
the texts studied. 
French.— 
Of the courses enumerated below, applicants for the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts are required to take at least course 1. For 
the degree of Bachelor of Science, courses 1 and 3 are required. 
For the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, students who choose 
French as their major language upon entrance must take courses 
1 and 3 and at least two four hour courses in addition. Aside 
from these requirements the various courses are open as electives 
to students in all departments, with courses 1 and 3 in order 
prerequisite to any of the advanced courses. 
1. Elementary forms, translation, written exercises. Fra- 
ser and Squair's French Grammar, with M pages of simple trans- 
lation. A course for beginners. Freshman year, first semester, 
four hours, Wednesday excepted, two sections, 8:40 A. M., and 
1:30 P. M. 
2. Scientific French—Foncin's Le Pays de France. First 
semester, Wednesday, 8:40 A. M. 
a-- DBNISON    UNIVERSITY 
3     I ;he work of course 1.    Grammar, with 
whiten an I   ral « rk in com] osition.   Translation of 150 pages 
of 11 iman year, second semester, four hours, 
W< Ini '     eptt :   twi   Id :■■ a . 8 40 A, M. and 1:30 P, M. 
4.   S lentil     French—Poncin's Le Pays de France, con- 
tinu ter, Wednesday, 8:40 A. M. 
5     G  with   exercises   and   dictation. 
ErckB I torical  novels  and   Canfield'a   French 
Lyr - mi   ter, four hours, Wednes- 
day ex 10 A   M 
0.   Sclent Selected i    tter from recent publi- 
10 A. M. 
'      Review and syntax, with composi- 
tion.    Nineteei etry    Sophomore year, 
excepted, 10 A. M. 
8. Scienl       Fi . matter from recent publi- 
lay, 10 A   II, 
9. Grammar i with composition.    Read- 
ier, Thursday and Friday. 
- 
10. Com] Recent   historical  com- 
'           S                                               i    ;      2:30 P. M. 
elect  rei ding       Prose   and 
Outlim    (thehist irj of Italian Lit- 
f the I re li arned and prai ticed 
ation,    Elective in all 




      Hill and !■'■ i I'   Grammar and Ramsey's Reader.    The 
rned and practiced in written and 
Recent   prose   and   verse. 
rn  pondence.    Open as an elective 
o students in all coun i   .    Pit i n mester, Monday, Tuesday and 
W( :••  day, 2 30 P. M. 
in Spanish and Italian, while intended as elec- 
tive for upper clai men, may be taken by any who, in the 
ent of the instructor, can carry them with profit. 
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COURSES IN ZOOLOGY. 
PROPESSOK IIERRICK. 
The zoological laboratory has been fully re-equipped since 
the fire of last March. The greater part of the microscopes and 
other most valuable instruments were saved at that time, and 
these have been subsequently largely increased by the purchase 
of instruments of the most recent patterns by Zeiss, Leitz and 
other standard makers. Sufficient charts, models, demonstra- 
tion specimens and laboratory supplies have also been added to 
equip the laboratory fully with the most modern appliances. 
The especial thanks of the Department are due to Mr. I. A. Field 
fur a series of several hundred specimens of marine animals for 
the zoological cabinet. 
1.    General Biology.—This course is given jointly by  the 
ITtmentS of zoology and botany and is also known as Botany 
1.     It is designed to illustrate the elementary general principle! 
I biology in both the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Fee, 82.0(1. 
Second semester; lectures at 8:40 on Friday, laboratory work 
7:40 to 9:40 on Thursday. A third hour's credit may be taken 
at an hour to be arranged, devoted to themes and seminary work 
with biological literature.    Students may register in this course 
r two hours credit without the seminary or three hours credit 
with it. 
2. Personal Hygiene.—One lecture a week during the first 
ter at 0:30 Tuesday evening.    Offered to men only.   These 
arc open lectures which all men in the institution are invited to 
attend informally as auditors. Men who are matriculated in the 
college may register for the course and upon passing the final 
examination receive one hour's credit. 
3. Invertebrate Zoology.—Prerequisite BZ1. Two hours 
lecture and recitation (based on Wcyssc's Zoology) and one 
laboratory period. First semester. Fee, $2.00. Lectures at 
7:40 Tuesday and Friday, laboratory 7:40 to 9:40, Wednesday. 
4. Vertebrate Zoology.—Continuation of Course 3. This 
course includes vertebrate comparative anatomy with dissections 
adapted especially for prospective medical students. Course 8 
is prerequisite though this requirement may sometimes be waived 
by special arrangement with the instructor in case the student 
* 
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ha! I ourse li <>r a course in advanced 
K irk    One unit of laboratory work 
is re nal  units may be taken at 
the      ' tudent at ed individually.    Pre- 
cd to take the I laboratory 
wi rk     - tei     Fee, 12.00      Lectures at 7.40 Tucs- 
7:40 to 9 10, Wednesday. 
General     Hi Prerequisite   Z-l.       This   course 
J histology (vas- 
Pirst   semester.    Fee.   $3 00. 
(ba sd on   Szymonowicz' 
lli-t Friday at 10; and two hours' labora- 
t rj   Wi rsday, 1 30 to 3 .'(0. 
6. .'" ' ■  Z5     Special histology' (chiefly 
ystem.    Second sem- 
i • ■     Pee 13.00     '■■■  lures Tuesday and Friday at 10, labora- 
rhursday, 1 30 to 3:30.   Given in alter- 
urse 7    Not offered in 1006. 
7. .'■':■■ Pren       ite '/.'<     A brief review of the 
of the nervous system is followed by a 
more th - ftbegl      and minute anatomy of the hu- 
man brain, I  t whi  h abundant laboratory material is provided. 
mester.    Fee $3 00.    Lectures Tuesday and Friday at 
10  lal oratory Wedne day and Thursday. 1:110 to 3:30.    Given 
in alternate yean with course 6 
y
     Em —Prerequisite Z5.      First semester.     Fee, 
13.00     Lecturet  Wednesday and Thursday at  10, laboratory' 
■ I Pri la;   l 30 to 3:30. 
'   mparatm P . kologj     Prerequisite Z3 or Z4.   Two 
lectun • ry or seminary period in the second 
semester    Le tutw Wednesday and Thursday at 10, laboratory 
or leminary Tuesday, 1:30 to 3 30     Not "tiered in 1907. 
ission to the class will be limited at the option of the 
instructor, preference being given to students who have had 
need work in soology and general psychology (Ph. 2). 
10. Neurology.—Prerequisite Z4. Devoted to the struc- 
ture of the sense organs and to the general physiology of the ner- 
vous system, including practii e in taking reaction times and the 
simpler methods of physiological psychology.    Second semester. 
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Lectures Wednesday and Thursday at 10, laboratory, Tuesday, 
1 :30 to 3:30. A second laboratory period may be taken and 
additional credit allowed. 
Courses 9 and 10 will not both be given the same year, or 
both may be omitted. 
12. Ornithology.—A course in the natural history and clas- 
sification of our native birds, Riven by Professor Stickney. 
Second semester. Three hours credit. Monday and Tuesday at 
B Hi; Wednesday, 7:40 to 9:40.    Given in alternate years.    Not 
1 in 1907. 
13. Advanced Zoology.—A course on specially assigned 
problems designed as an introduction to research. Primarily for 
graduate students and open for undergraduate election only in 
special cases.    Hours and credits arranged individually. 
RHETORIC AND ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
PROFESSOR WILLIAMS. 
MISS MONTGOMERY. 
Throughout the course, which extends over four years, the 
study of Rhetoric is pursued in combination with the study of 
literature, American and English. Instruction is given by text 
book and by notes from the teacher. Themes are required from 
the beginning to the end of the course. Students are made ac- 
quainted with the principles of literary criticism, and are encour- 
aged to develop intelligent appreciation of the best that has been 
thought and written in English from Ca'dmon to the present 
time. A number of electives are offered during the Junior and 
Senior years. All members of the Senior class are required to 
appear in public exhibitions during the winter, the gentlemen 
with orations and the ladies with essays. 
The following courses are given: 
1 and 2, Rhetoric and American Literature.—Genung's 
Working Print ifles of Rhetoric, l'attee's American Literature and 
Painter's (iuidc to Literary Criticism. Four hours throughout 
ilio Preshman year, Monday excepted, 2:30 P. M. 
3 and 4. English Literature Lewis's lieginninps of English 
Literature. Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's Tale (Carpenter's 
edition), Thl Faery Queeue. Hook 1 (Kitchen's edition) and 
.Votes on Elizabethan Literature. Sophomore year, first and 
second semesters, Friday. 11 A   If. 
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.'i iuratun     Thayer'a Best Elitabtthtm Plays, 
Ma pmeni of ilic 
semester, Tuesday, 11 A. M. 
6 N    ■    and Winchester's Principles 
i m     K . <■ authors from  Milton to 
:   lii airs.   Friday 
11 A   M. 
7. Rketon Oratioi       Senior  j ear,   first 
7 10 A   M 
8. .   m Primer and Bright's 
tadei     First sem   ter, (our hours. Wedne 
7 10 A   M.    Mi 
' i'rofcssor   Saints- 
bury Second set lay and Thursday, 10 A. 11. 
Hi     '■' 
10. lution of tlte Eng- 
tnester, Monda;    W< dm    la) and Friday, 
Hi A   M Mom    mi ry 
11. Uure Authoi thi last half of the 
>. First semestei i:-' daj and Thursday, 
10 A    M 
1_' coui c "i     First semester, 
I Pi 10 A. M 
13 Wrilet       Second  semester, Wednes- 
ndFi 10 A  M 
M     !■:-.        Gununi and Whiteford's Anthol- 
to give a tech- 
. develop an appreciation of the 
i  i      erne ter, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
Hi A. M     Mi    Montg mery, 
15 the technique of the abort 
lOdern writers and original 
First er, Tui and Thursday, 10 A. M.   Miss 
'■' 
Course   1   7arer all candidates for degrees.     The 
open to such students as may 
Ihe work profitably, in the judgment of the 
inMrui tor. 
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LATIN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
PROFESSOR JOHNSON. 
Of the following courses, number 1, 2, 3 and 4 arc required 
of all applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Applicants 
(or the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy who elects Latin as their 
major language are required to take four semesters of work in 
the department, four hours per week, beginning with courses 1 
.'iiil li. For the remaining two semesters, the student may select 
between courses 3 and 4, and courses 5 and 6.    Aside from this 
n, any further interchange of courses belonging to the re- 
quired work of either classical or philosophical students will be 
allowed only upon special request and for reasons deemed valid 
by the instructor. Applicants for the degree of Bachelor of 
Science in the Latin division must take courses 1 and 2. Stu- 
dont>: in any course who have completed the amount of Latin 
required for their degree may elect such advanced work in the 
department as their previous work shall have fitted them to 
pursue with profit, in the judgment of the instructor. 
1. (a) Cicero.—De Senectute and De Amicitia, one to be 
assigned for translation and the other employed for training in 
oral reading of the Latin text. (6) Livy.—Books XXI-XXII, 
or I-II. Review of the fundamental principles of Latin Syntax. 
Four hours per week, Thursday excepted. First semester, 
7:40 A. M, 
2. Odes and Epodes of Horace.—Sight reading from the 
Satires. Outlines of the History of Roman Poetry. Four hours 
per week, Thursday excepted.    Second semester, 7:40 A. M. 
3. Tlie Roman Stage.—Two plays of Plautus and one of 
Terence. Notes on the History of the Anrient Drama. Four 
hours per week, Thursday excepted.    First semester, 8:40 A. M. 
4. Rhetoric and Literary Criticism oj the Romans—This 
course is based upon Books X and XII of Quintilian, with collat- 
eral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Epistles of 
Horace and the Dialogus of Tacitus. The relation of Greek 
and Roman ideas to present day problems of Rhetoric and Crit- 
icism is emphasized. Four hours per week, Thursday excepted, 
Second semester, 8:40 A. M. 
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ursi A year's work on tlic down- 
fall of the R hment of the Empire. 
Readii tus and the younger Pliny. 
Ordii '• taken separately. Four 
excepted Pii I i nd second semesters, 
in A   M 
7 and 8. A study of thi ! Virgil and their 
iture from points of view which can 
iii '   i o which the sub- 
The tv      emesters are not open to 
'.'•.: . ','. ■ Inesday.    Pirst and sec- 
ters, 1:30 P  M 
(land in.   Latin Writing    Thi   work aims to secure an im- 
iwei      analyze and appreciate the 
tyleofclai mpanied by the study 
tin Grammar from the historical point 
not open to election separately. 
Fir t and si    nd seme tei    Tui   Is     l :ii> P. M. 
PHYSICS. 
PROFESSOR I HAMI.KkI.AIN. 
INSTRUCTOR BURRBR. 
MECHANICIAN KE1L. 
The are arranged lor four classes of 
students     l   A-        • •   [or the degree ol B. S., who are taking 
theii ther departments.    Courses 1-4 are re- 
quired    2   A i thi  degree of B, S. who desire to 
ork in Physics.    Courses 1-11 are required. 
:i   Ap] licants for t f A. B., who desire to elect one 
r moi courses 1-7 open to their 
electioi       I   Stu di take a technical course in 
i ■ neering,    The best education for 
which the liberal culture of a college 
the trainii hool, but many 
red to complete both college 
:'     COUI      I 
The best require many subjects taught in 
• of Liberal Art-     A course including all the non-tech- 
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nical studies of the best technical schools has been arranged for 
students who take their major work in Physics. The successful 
completion of this course will fit a student to enter the third year 
of the technical school, and thus earn both the college and the 
technical degree in six years. Those who desire to elect this pre- 
tcchnical group of studies should confer with the professor of 
Physics not later than the close of the first semester of the Fresh- 
man year, 
The Department of Physics now occupies temporary labor- 
atories in the basement and on the first floor of the East Building. 
It is expected that the new Physical laboratories will be ready 
for occupancy in September, 190(1. They will comprise the two 
lower floors of Barney Memorial Science Hall, and will cover an 
area of more than nine thousand square feet. During the last 
year new equipment to the value of five thousand dollars has 
been added. The department now possesses a mechanician's 
shop, fully equipped for the making and repair of precision instru- 
ments, and employs a skilled instrument maker, a graduate of a 
German technical school. 
The following courses are offered: 
1. Mechanics, Molecular Physics and Heal— Lectures and 
recitations based upon Millikan. Mathematics 3 should be taken 
at the same time. Required of candidates for the B. S. degree; 
elective for A. B. Juniors and Seniors. Sophomore, First semes- 
ter, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M. 
2. Mechanics, Molecular Physics and Heal.—Laboratory 
course based upon Millikan Course 1 must precede or 
accompany this course. Fee $'-'.00. Required of candidates 
for B. S. degree in the Sophomore year; elective for classical Jun- 
iors  and   Seniors.    First   semester,   Wednesday   and   Friday, 
1:30-3:30 P.  M. 
3. Sound, Light, Electricity and Magnetism.- Lectures and 
recitations. Required of B. S. students in the Sophomore year; 
elective for Classical Juniors and Seniors. Second semester, 
Tuesdav and Thursday, 1:30 P. M. 
4. Sound, Light, Electricity and Magnetism.—Labora; ory 
course. Requirements as in course 2. Course 3 must precede 
or accompany this course. Fee. $2.00 Second semester. 
Wednesday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 P. M. 
n 
40 N1VBRSITV 
"i            ratorj     General    Physical    Processes, 
Prerequisite, 2 and Mathematics 
;i.    ;. .... major work in Physics. 
Pi e S2 lay  and   Friday, 
6. .'..' Oi     •    itation and one lab- 
'    rhart and Patterson.   Pre- 
I and M ■ students taking 
Fei    12.00     Junior, second sc- 
10 A. M.   Thursday, 7 40 9:40 A. M. 
7. 2 laboratory   exercises 
Carhart and Pattersoi      Prerequisite, 4 
Must be pi mpanied by 8. 
rk in Physics. Junior 
V Pi 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
S, m Lectures   and   recitations 
■   enfeld.    Prerequisite,  7 and 
Ri tudents taking their major work 
ter, Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30 
I Laboratory work, including 
haracteristii   curves, efficiency 
plant, etc.    Required 
rk in Phj us.    Prerequisite, 8 
;     !     I2.O0    Senior, first semester, WednM- 
?:40-fl I" A   M 
10 ■  ' urrenl  Dynamos     Lectures  and  rccita- 
■ inklin and Williamson.     Alternates with 8. 
' in   1906     Prerequi ite,  7 and  Mathematics, 4.    Senior, 
; and Thursday, 2 30 P. M. 
II Currtnl Dynamos.—Laboratory work, to- 
lice,   I if induction, power, char- 
':'••■•       tudy of condensers, calibra- 
ii  truments, eti    Pee, $2.00   Prerequisite, 10 and Math- 
;     Senior, first   emiister, Wednesday and Friday, 7:40- 
\   M. 
12 HI ■ I / i '■:      U   ture   and recitations based upon 
I of Light     Given in 1906, and alternating with J 
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14. Prerequisite, 3 and Mathematics, 4. Senior, second semes- 
ter, Wednesday and Friday. II) A. M. 
13. Advanced Light Laboratory work based upon Mann's 
Optics, including measurements with the Fresnel mirrors and 
bi-prism, Rowland grating, the prism spectrometer, the Michel- 
and  Morley  interferometer,  the compound  interferometer, 
etc, Prerequisite, 12 and Mathematics, 4. Fee, $2.00. Senior, 
second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
14. Advanced HlOt.- Lectures and recitations based upon 
Maxwell's Tlieory oj Heal. Prerequisite, '3 and Mathematics 4. 
Senior, second semester, Wednesday and Friday, 10 A. M. 
1").   Advanced Heat    Laboratory course.    Prerequisite, 14 
and   Mathematics   4.    Fee,   S2.00.    Senior,   second   semester, 
lay and Thursday, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
111.   Physical Manipulation.—Laboratory course open only 
tudents taking their major work in Physics.     Instruction is 
. in wood and metal working, glass Mowing, cutting, grind- 
polishing and silvering, preparation of quartz fibre, etc. 
Junior and Senior, second semester, Saturda\ , S A   M. to 12 M. 
17.   Thesis in Physics.—Students who are credited with 
18 units in Physics and have shown ability to profit by such a 
course will be assigned some subject for original investigation, 
under the immediate supervision of the head of the department. 
Sen    r, second semester.    Three hours a day. 
GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
PROFESSOR WILLIS CIIAMIIF.R1.IN. 
ASSISTANT BERCER. 
The aim of the courses is to give a ready knowledge of 
G« man and an insight into the life and thought of the C.crman 
people. Herman is treated as a living language, and its use as a 
medium of conversation is cultivated in the class. Interest is 
stimulated by reference to the history and present conditions 
of Germany. In the elementary course* special attention is given 
to linguistic drill. As the course- advance, the study of the 
literature claims increasing attention. Supplementary reading 
ouraged and themes are required, embracing results of inde- 
pendent   study.    The  highest   courses include a general  study 
I 
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of Gei ilar study of certain periods and 
autli' I 
Of the I ■ tes for the A. B. degree 
aren ■  I, in the Sophomore year. Candidates 
for the B. S take at least courses 1-2.   Candidates 
for tl ' German as their major language 
must ' least     ui i    I   I 
1. Elementary ( ■.■<• i Bssentia of Grammar; reading 
with comparative study of forms and 
four hours, Wednesday 
10 A  M  and i 30 P. M, 
2 EUmentaryi urn ontintua Stories by recent writers; 
lyric poetry; i  - ral drill.   Second semester, four 
hour-, W'ednesd epted, lections, 10 A. M. and 1:30 
P. II. 
.; .'•'. ml /■: .'.-.'ii Representative authors, such as 
Baumbach, Heyse, Keller and Riehl; translation into English 
decreases in favor of oral and written exercises requiring direct 
use oi . -i idiom; rapid survey of grammatical principles; 
Stud) ; reading a: sight. composition one hour a 
week     Fir ter, five hours, 10 A. M, 
4. (a) Dramali' and Epu Poetry, considered with reference 
Schiller's WUhehn Tell. Maria Stuart, Goethe's 
Hermann und I i  n of the principles of the drama; 
review  and themi   in German. 
Histort  i. Proa, from Frcytag. Kanke, Sybel and other 
•■  toriai 
(.)   ' hour per week. 
hours, 10 A, M. 
.",     German I ulture and Literature in the Classical Period; 
Litteraturbritfe, llamlmrgische Drama- 
tnrgie an ! Lett '.'        and Emilia Galotti; Schiller's 
Walten ■    meinem  Leben.    Lectures and dis- 
l German     First semester, Monday, Wednes- 
S 10 A   M 
6      '    •■: ■ '     Selections   from   Goethe s 
u I  i. P en      I    i i   1 with Selections and R6sum£s 
rt II     Se •   Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
8 in A   M 
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7. Survey oj German Literature: Moore's German Litera- 
ture, supplemented by outlines and collateral readings in Ger- 
man and English; selections from Mailer's German Classics. Sec- 
ond semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8 40 A. M. 
S.    Teacher's Course.— Aims and methods in Modern Lan- 
ge study, practice lessons and classroom discussions.     First 
semester, Tuesday, 8:40 A   M. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE. 
PROFESSOR COODELL. 
Throughout the work in History, it will be (lie purpose to 
supplement the lectures and recitations with reports from the 
class on topics assigned for individual investigation. Research 
work is considered a matter of prime importance to the student 
in this department and will be rigidly required of all who desire 
credits therein. 
The courses offered for 1906-1907 are as follows: 
1. Mcdiaval Europe.—From the fall of Rome to the begin- 
ning of religious wars. This course will give special attention 
to the rise of the Papacy, the development of national institu- 
tions, the social and industrial, development of the leading na- 
tions, and the causes leading to the Reformation. This course, 
designed for Sophomores, is required of all classical students, 
and with course 2 is prerequisite for the course in International 
Law. Open to all college students of Freshman rank by special 
permission of the instructor. First Semester, four hours, Mon- 
day excepted, 2:30 P. M. 
2. Modern Europe— Continues course 1 to the close of the 
Nineteenth Century with special attention to the Thirty Years' 
War, the development of French Absolutism, the French Revo- 
lution, the Napoleonic Wars, Evolution of the present French 
Republic, Unifications of Germany and Italy and the develop- 
ment of the Eastern Question. Prerequisite, History 1. Second 
semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 2:30 P. M. 
3. Formation oj American Union.—A general course which, 
with 4, runs through the year. Course 3 begins with 1783 and 
closes with Jackson's second administration. Special atten- 
tion will be given to topics in Constitutional and Diplomatic His- 
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tor Juniors anil Seniors, and open to 
no oni •'■  I :cept by expn      permission of the 
tructoi        ursi      an ! 2. strongly advised as a preparation 
urse     Fir-:  Bemester, Monday, Wed- 
i 30 1'. M 
I       '.-::.'   Won       -     ■ on ■'   i ■'■  '•     Continues   History 3, 
: the Civil War and the principles 
Re   ■  tru •; n     Prerequisite, History .'i.   Second 
' '.'. 1 30 P. M. 
5. Federal   Constitution.     Open   to 
Senioi thcrs, at di   n ti n ol instructor.  Pre- 
v.Hi; a study of the 
tutioi is present me standard 
the leading i 
velopment. The 
Constitution for 
fitted CO perform 
It i        ' esigned merely 
(itizen as well. 
Fir t semestei i 30 i' M 
1
       titutions.       Continues 
r reference to the protection of civil and 
rs ol local and 
Stal     '        ' itution,     Second sem- 
reday, 1 30 P, M. 
A     tudy   of   the   practical 
titutions, both local 
tried on by means of lectures, 
repot a iin>,'s.    The course will in 
J and 6     While none of the 
preo required as prerequisite, yet 
I, 2, 3 and 4 being helpful.   Open 
to JUT::- r.  and  Setli  I on  consultation.    Second 
" ind Friday, 10 A. M. 
v     Inttrnalionai Low.    Open to Juniors and Seniors and 
n of the instructor.    A study of the general 
principles of International Law.    The work of the text,—some 
ird authority on the subject,—will be supplemented by 
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lectures and a study of some of the leading cases in International 
Law. Prerequisite, History 1 and 2. First semester, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 10 A. M. 
II. International Law.—Continues and completes course 8. 
Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 10 A. M. 
10. Economics—An investigation of the leading principles 
of Political Economy. Lectures, recitations and reports on as- 
signed topics. Open to Juniors and Seniors and others at the 
discretion o the instructor. First semester, Monday, Wednes- 
day and Friday, 10 A. M. 
GEOLOGY. 
PROFESSOR   CARNEY. 
The equipment of this department has been considerably in- 
i ed during the past year.    Mr. G. EC. Gdbert, of Washington, 
1). C, has given a library of nearly one thousand volumes.     In 
addition to this valuable accession of books, the department has 
added chiefly by purchase two hundred and twenty-four volume . 
A subject index is being prepared in order to make this geological 
of most value to students. 
The work \n Mineralogy has been re-enforced by the addition 
pecimens, crystals, and crystal model (imported) at an ex- 
of over 12500.    For the laboratory work in general and 
economic geology and   physiography nearly an equal amount 
has been invested in specimens, relief models 11 lowell'a, of Wash- 
ington), globes, maps (Kiepert, Sydow-Habenicht, Johnston, and 
a few of domestic make), and instruments for work in the field. 
The stock of lantern slides now numbers about two thousand, 
li   n arcing frequent additions. 
The jce in each oj the following courses, except 7, is one dollar. 
1 and 2.     Physiography.    Four hours throughout the year; 
e cannot be divided. Two hours of lectures and two of 
field, laboratory and library work. The course concerns the 
evolution of surface features, and the influence these features 
have on mankind. Two all day Saturday trips arc required; 
another is offered and may be substituted for two laboratory 
periods. First and second semesters, lectures Monday and 
Wednesday, 8:40 A. M.; field and laboratory period, Tuesday, 
2 30 P. M. 
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Pour hours throughout the year; 
. :    (ten     Two  hours of  lec- 
tw and  library  work on   the 
■  ition of l:in>! areas.      Attention 
•   ■ B Ij namic and physio- 
• 1.' lay Saturday trips are re- 
tituted for two labora- 
• thoul the laboratory and 
First and second semes- 
8:40 A. M ; field and labora- 
2 30 P  M 
Li tun   and laboratory work, 
ndgeneral atmospheric circulation; 
tudy of   tin-   relation of   weather 
noting in  particular the 
ind  anticyclones, wind  direction   and 
Geology 1—2 or an equiva- 
in conjunction with this course. 
Secoi '■'   ■ i II 7 (0 A, M. 
6     G Gi '.'   tures,   recitations   and 
' >f the c irigin ami nature of the metal- 
mrnercial value, with special 
e   ! the Uniti    5l b      Prerequisite, Geol- 
I     First semi ter, M «       in I Tuesday, 7:40 A. M. 
~    Mil nd recit .tons accompanied by 
laboratoi :u,  Chemistry  4, 
■ • i    Wednesday and 
7:40 A. M v.      i day, 1:30-3:90. 
B 'aliens accompanied 
tes,   Geology   7,   Physics   2-3. 
lay and Thursday  740 A. M.; Lab- 
'•'. edni ; 30, 
'■' and 10. Three hours throughout the 
ecani   i open to students who are doing 
u   Gi Prerequisites, Geology  1-4.     The 
'■' iti   and map the Pleistocene 
ted ..na about Granville.   During the open sea- 
•   entirely in  the field;  during   the 
i r the student- of tlie curse constitute a Seminary for con- 
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ring reports made upon assigned readings in the literature 
of glacial geology, Saturday all clay during the fall and spring; 
Wednesday 3:30 •"> during the winter. 
11 and 12.—This course is open to students who arc doing 
ial work in geology.     Field  work during the open season; 
ly  of  t he  literature  during   the  winter.     Each  student  is 
[ned   a   concrete   problem.     Amount   of   credit   and   hours 
ed with individuals, 
13 and 14.    This course consists of work in the literature, 
reports thereon.    Not open to general election.   Two hours, 
Thursday, 3:30. 
15.    Geographic   Controls. - Two   hours,   second   semester. 
The inlluenceof physiographic factors upon routes of travel and 
ran ;»>rtation. upon peoples in the several stages of civiliza- 
tion the development of nations, etc.     Open to general 
tion,    Wednesday and Thursday, 11 A. M. 
CIVIL  EHGINEERING. 
PROFESSOR TRASK. 
In field work the classes are divided into parties with just a 
sufficient number to do the required work. By rotation each 
' mber of the class becomes familiar with thedutiesof each posi- 
tion and with every different instrument used. A full set of 
notes of the work done by the party is kept by each member. 
The method of instruction in this department is largely by means 
ol text books and recitations, supplemented by lectures and 
individual instruction in field and office work. The department 
is supplied with a large collection of blue prints of railroad 
standards, bridge standards, shop-drawings, etc. A liberal use 
is made of current engineering literature. In the courses in 
drawing the main object is to give such a training as will meet 
the needs of the engineer as fully as possible. 
The following courses are offered: 
1 Mechanical Drawing.—Use and care of drawing instru- 
ments, lettering, exercises in projection, and simple working 
drawings. Prerequisite, preparatory mathematics. Second sem- 
Wcdnesday and Thursday, 7:40 A. M.    Fee, $1.00. 
I 
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Additional I ed individually.   A course 
suj; d to students desiring 
-'•    ■ A    tudy  of  the representation 
of lii intersections, and develop- 
ment Recil tures and draw- 
ned.   Prerequisite, course 
!•    - rat* i   13.    Pint semester, 
.   10 A. M. 
;i- elei entary  study  of sun-eying 
hain, compass, level, 
problems,   field 
1 and Ifathematii a 2. 
I 3 30, Monday, Tues- 
od 3:30 
•• Problems attend- 
Transition curves, 
ndo nstruction of 




•   taken up.    Each party 
a rtain trad, em- 
r method      The area li 
iphical features. 
3     First semet- 
I   K) -\   M.    Field work on 
■   1006. 
oi sewerage with 
i ;e, with visits «>f lii- 
Specifications and et- 
iil,   curse   12. 
■  10 A. M.    Not offered 
106 
7 Determination of stresses in 
■ hi al and analytical methods, 
irs.   17 and should be taken with 
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course 12.   Prerequisites, course 1.    Mathematics 5 and Physics 
1.     First semester, four hours, Friday cxcepted, 1:30 P. l(, 
8. Strength oj Material.'.- This includes also an introduc- 
tion to the designing of structures. Alternates with course 10. 
Prerequisite, courses 7 and 12. Second semester, four hours, 
Friday accepted, 1:30 P. M. 
9. Topographical Drawing.—Topographical signs, pen and 
colored topography, tinting, line and brush -hading, enlarging 
and reducing plats, etc. Prerequisite, course 1. First semester, 
Monday and Wednesday,  10 A. M.    Additional hours will be 
led,     Alternates with course 16.    Not offered in liWG. 
10. Highway Construction and Maintenance.— A studv is 
made of the methods and materials necessary to maintain streets 
and highways in city and country. This course alternates with 
course S Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M. 
Xot offered in 1907. 
11. Railroad Engineering.—Ihe economic theory of loca- 
ls studied for six weeks.    This is followed by a preliminary 
• rvey of a railroad several miles in length, with preliminary 
. profile and estimates; location survey, profile ami crosssec- 
Dg,    A location map is made, earthwork computed, c.-ti- 
iul and cost of the line.    A map is also made of a mil- 
lion grounds, showing industries, etc.    Alternates with 
i 22,    Prerequisite, course 4.    Second semester, four hours. 
ay excepted, 10 A, M.   Field work on Saturdays.    Fee, $1.00. 
12. ApplUd Mechanics.—Statics, with illustrative exam- 
ttf    i    in beams, moments of inertia; dynamics, strength 
fts,   The principles of mechanics are 
1 with reference to their application to engineering.   This 
■  alternates with courses 8 and 14, and should be taken 
course 7.    Mathematics S and Physics 1 are prerequisite. 
Pit i  erne ter, four hours, Friday excepted, S in A, If, 
13. Drafting.— Assembly drawings and tracings arc made 
from sketches. Sketches of a complete machine, giving dimen- 
sions, arc made by the student, from which he makes working 
drawings. Bach student makes blue prints of his tracings. Al- 
ternates with course 2. Course 1 prerequisite. First seme ter 
four hours, Friday excepted. 10 A. M.    Not offered in 1000. 
:,i, DBNIS0N   UNIVERSITY 
14 W U* pntertHg A study of 
watei                    mitarjr and engineering standpoints. 
ign, construction 
tems.     l'rrrcquisite, 
and "<•• hnical essays.  Al- 
I ter, Monday and Wednes- 
8 10 A M     N ■ • 1908 
15 n '•'■■■     i    Working   Drawings  of  va- 
A bridge or steel 
are made.   I.ec- 
1 drawing room for work 
tioi and designs in posses- 
itive purposes.    This 
mpany course 8. 
en*  ter, four hours, 
1 r: I ted, 8 U) A. M     Ad       mal hours will be assigned. 
16. Drawings arc made of various 
railr -.mates are made for 
railr.                                                             irse 9 and should ac- 
1     Pren ourse   3.    First   semester, 
0 00 A. M. 
17. Masonry I n lm A Btudy is made of the na- 
ture 1 in the construction 
ture .  pur-., retaining walls, 
■   ifi   iti ns for these structures. 
irse 7.      Mathematics   5  must  precede or 
Fir • four  hours,   Friday 
: 30 P. M    N ■■! offered in 1006 
Is made ol mechanical and free- 
with practice in making titles. 
First semester, Wi and Thursday, 10 A. M.   Additional 
hours will be lually, 
19. Utttring A continuation of course 18. Second 
semester. We Ine '.. y and Thursday, 7:40 A. M. Additional 
hours assigned individually. 
20 and 21. Technual Heading— Study and discussion of 
current engineering periodicals. Open to students in Engineer- 
ing courses. First and second semesters, Wednesday, 3:30 
1'   M.    One hour credit.    Fee, $1.00, 
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22, Advanced Surveying.—A study of the aneroid and mer- 
curial barometers, solar transit and attachments. Plane table 
and stadia methods. Base line measurements, triangulation, 
adjustment of observations, mapping. Slide rule computations, 
i \i ruction of stadia diagrams. Alternates with course 11. 
N • offered in 1907. Second semester, four hours, Friday ex- 
cepted, 10 A. M.    Field work on Saturdays.    Fee, $1.00. 
j;l Drafting.—The work of course 13 is continued. Al- 
with course 15. Not offered in 1907. Second semester, 
four li pur . Priday excepted, 8:40 A. M. Additional hours will 
be arranged. 
24.   Cement Testing.   A study of the manufacture, proper- 
ties and testing of hydraulic cements and mortars. Each stu- 
dent makes all the standard tests in the cement laboratory. Pre- 
requisite, Chemistry 1 and Civil Engineering 17. Two hours 
credit.    First semester.    Hours will be assigned.    Fee, SI.00. 
CHEMISTRY. 
I'ROFliSSOR BKUMBACK. 
1. Gtntrai Chemistry.- -Two lectures per week throughout 
,:    Descriptive Chemistry of the Metal       Must 
I by Chemistry  3 ratory 
: i try and Phy ii ,   Requin I ol B, S, Pn hmen.   Tuesday 
: Priday, 11 A. M. 
2. General Chemistry.   Two lectures per week throughout 
tester.    Descriptive Chemistry of the X nmetals, 
ndelemi Dtary physical Chemistry   M im- 
i by Cbemistrj I      Prerequi ite, Preparatory Chemistry 
Required of B. S. Freshmen. Tuesday and Friday, 
II A   M. 
3. Qualitative Analysis.—Two laboratory periods of two 
hours each |u t week, first semester Study of the properties and 
modes of eparating the metallic elements Musi accompany or 
follow Chemistry 1.   Required of B. 8. Freshmen.   Pee, $4.00. 
iy and Thursday, 10-12 A. M. 
4. Qualitative Analysis.   Two laboratory periods per week. 
era ter. Chemistry 3 continued. The study of the prop- 
< rties and modes of separating the nonmeta!-.     The processes of 
I 
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Qua! determination of the com- 
positioi Must accompany 
2   R< |uin '.   : ii  S Pre bmeii    Pee, $4.00. 
M  ■ in  12 A. M 
5, «.—Oi : ihreelaboratory 
first semester, i General methods 
Chemistry  :s and 4. 
Pi  .  14.00.    M-.:..   I .;ii .'.  M, M■:■ iv.    Wednesday and 
1:40 A. If. 
I three laboratory 
and Volumetric Anal} is. 
•    .:■ site Chemistry .; -I, 
. 30 1'  M., M  n    ■ . Wednesday 
I I 7 inn ],, ,\   ',; 
7.   . rhree lectui    .:■■ ! two laboratory 
Chen    trj  1 an I - 
I       12.00. lay,  8:40  A.   M.; 
■     | - 1:30-2 
and   four  lab- 
rerequisite Chem- 
ii A. M.    Laboratory 
• 
■■r recitations and 
semi  ter.    Prerequisite, 
:. ! Thursday, 2::so 
'ind temes- 
•   . 
ii ■■(.:'   laboratory 
• .' Eta trolytic 
l'r.-rc<|uisite 
!   to be arr:.:    -1 
'-' ourse   II   continued,   second 
■ 
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BOTANY. 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR STICKNKY. 
The Department of Botany has, during the past year, re- 
ceived a number of valuable additions to its equipment, which 
will contribute much to the efficiency of its courses. Nearly 
all the apparatus lost in the recent fire has been replaced, and 
considerable has been added, especially to the Physiological and 
Bacteriological equipment. Special mention should be made of 
the addition to the botanical library of a large number of books 
on Forestry, including a set of Sargent's Sylva, a gift of Mr. 
John T. Newton, of Toledo. The Herbarium has obtained by 
purchase the entire collection of the late G. H. Hicks, of the U. 
S   Department of Agriculture, and  has also received valuable 
ions in the gifts of Ur. Castle, Dr. derrick, Mr. Stockbcrger, 
and others, in all numbering 10,000 sheets. These gifts include 
a very representative collection of mounted marine algae from 
Woods Hole, Mass. 
1. General Biology.—Identical with Zoology 1. Fee, 82.00. 
>nd semester. 2 hours credit with an optional third. Lecture 
Friday at 8:40 A. M. Laboratory work Thursday at 7:40-9:40 
A. M.   Optional seminary hour.    (See p. 39.) 
I. Thl Ixiwcr Cryptogams- The structure, development, 
luction, and classification of bacteria, mycetosoa, higher 
and algae.    Lectures, laboratory and field work,    5 hours 
1
     Prerequisite, course   l.    Pee,   18.00    Pirat  semester. 
day and Thursday, 2 30 P. M.: laboratory Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 P. M. 
5. Tlie Higher Cryptogams and Phanerogams.—The mor- 
phology and classification of mosses, ferns, and flowering plants. 
ures, laboratory and field work, o hours credit. Prerequi- 
site, course 4. Fee, $3.00. Second semester Lectures Tues- 
day and Thursday, 2:80 P. M.; laboratory Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, 1:30^3:30 P. M. 
*S. Histology of Phanerogams- The study of the cells, 
tissues, and organs of the flowering plants. Special reference 
to the technique of microscopic study. Lectures and laboratory 
work.    5  hours  credit.    Prerequisite,  course   1.    Fee,  $3.00. 
•c nnr, g. B and 12 will not be^ff.njd in 1900-7. 
lUI SIVERSITY 
. hursday, 2;i() P, M. 
: Friday, 1 3ft 3 30 P. M. 
.lie study of 
the and "i the reli r - 
tun     . <   tures, laboratory 
Prerequisit)     i ui e 8.    Pee, 
and   Thursday, 
nd Friday, 1:30 
■:• ni the more im- 
toulda and mil- 
• athogenic bac- 
::.-     Lectures, lab- 
"i     Pn requisite, cn- 
Lectures Tuesday 
.    ■    ■ \0 A. If. 
11. nsideration oi the char- 
nd an introiluc- 
  ofr ml :.-.' ;be practical 
!
 the identifica- 
.:■■ irk.   Lee- 
rs credit.    1're- 
I        11.00    Second   semester. 
8 ••■ A   M.    Laboratory Wed- 
■ 
■ \      ■   aii r.-it ion of the more 
and other food 
b Miles, drug1, d; 
rat iry,  and   thesis work.     3 
lie. $1.00.   First 
nd Thursday, 8:40.    Laboratory 
7 10 0 10 
20 a   igned problems, 
course may be taken only 
the bead of the 
irranged individually. 
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HISTORY OF ART. 
MISS BARKER, 
The aim of these courses is not only to give the student a 
knowledge of the art history of the world and to lit him for 
a travel, which in this day has become so essential a (actor 
in one's training and culture, but to lead him through a Icnowl- 
of the fundamental principles of aesthetics, to a truer ap- 
iation of that which is good in the world of fine arts.    A 
table History of Art library is at the disposal of the members 
of the class.     Note books arc used throughoul the year for lec- 
; maps, cathedral plans, and  photographs of the master- 
ces under consideration arc provided. 
The courses enumerated below arc all elective jar Juniors and 
VS. 
1. History oj Painting.— Hoyt's World's Painters and Van 
Dyke's History oj Painting ate used as lext books. The aim of 
this course is to study the history of painting by epochs. Begin- 
ning with the Gothic period of Italian Art ushered in by Cima- 
bue and his followers, a careful study is made of the gradual 
evolution of painting, through the Renaissance and Decadent 
Periods o Italian Art, laying special -tress upon the works of 
those men in whom the High Renaissance spirit of Italian paint- 
ing reached its culmination. The second half of the term's 
work is spent upon the other great national schools of art, with 
concluding lessons on American painting First semester, 5 
hours, III A. If, 
2. History oj Architecture— Text-books, Hamlin's Histop 
[rchitectHrt and Hell's Description and Itinerary oj English 
Cathedrals. After a general introduction to the history of arch- 
itecture, and a consideration of the relations of architecture, 
sculpture and painting, the study is taken up by periods, begin- 
ning with the ancient Empire of Egypt and continuing through 
the Renaissance in Europe. A series of lessons follows on the 
Architecture of English Cathedrals. The work concludes with a 
study of recent architecture in Europe and the United States. 
The aim is to give a general view of the historic styles of archi- 
tecture and a thorough understanding of their essential elements. 
I 
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ted, with a careful study of 
their i and decorative principles.    Second semester, 
ind Friday, in A. M. 
;i. iir».    Text-book, Marquand and Froth- 
Pi ;../.:r,     A   the history of sculpture is 
■ : Greek  art  OB  later times. 
•lie sculpture of Greece 
■ • tun with that of other countries 
instruction in the criti- 
ulpture.     & , r.csday  and  Thursday, 
in A. M. 
IC. 
:    •' : ION. 
i II. 
• cs offered 
to O Hint   M elective 
rees, i onferred by 
■ 
ten.    Four hours, 
uc     I 
(■::..   !(-rs.     Four 
11 A  M.    Miss Smith. 
Monday   and 
•      |   \ 
esters, Monday and Thurs- 
....     .. 
... id Frit  Composition.— 
10 A   M    Miss Smith. 
I.c found in the pages 
thi Conservatory of Music. 
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
The unit of work is one hour of lecture or recitation work 
per week throughout a semester, and 124 units are required to 
complete a course. In laboratory work a two Iwur period counts 
as one unit. Without special permission to do otherwise, each 
student is expected to take not less than thirteen nor more than 
eighteen units of work in any one semester. For aid in choosing 
clcc tives, the student will consult the schedules for the respective 
semesters, which will be found a few pages further on. 
To insure the organization of classes in purely elective studies 
the student must announce his election of any given study to the 
Professor or Instructor concerned thirty days previous to the 
close of the preceding semester. 
I.    FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS. 
Required  Courses. 
The numerals following names of studies refer to the num- 
bered courses described under statements of the various depart- 
ments of study immediately pieced 
FRESHMAN TEAK. 
First Semester.—English 1, Greek 1, Latin 1, Mathematics 1. 
Second Semester.    English 2. Greek 2, Latin 2, Mathema- 
Elective, two hours. 
SOPHOMORE  YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 3, Greek 3, Latin 3, History 1. 
Elective, two to four hours. 
Second Semester.—English 4, Greek 4, Latin 4, History 2. 
Elective, two to four hours. 
JUNIOR  YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 5, Philosophy 1 (Logic). Elective 
ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.—English C. Elective, ten to thirteen 
hours. 
frj UNIVI RSITV 
Fir t  Sei English   .    I •   -.   2  (Psychology) 
Second S 3     Elective, ten to twelve 
: 
77 unit ribed, as above, 
U   ':. :    itinents, as 
e chosen, distributed 
m 4 to 8 units; 
from 18 to 23 units.!   Of 
ir in French, lour 
:: c < >ne department 
of S ieni 
H.    FOB   . ;: OF SCIENCE. 
Require M     irse*. 
l, German, French 
■ 
■     •     Pn m b or Latin (4 
hour tive, from two to four 
I 
or French  (4 hours), 
'     five hours. 
Second ; r, rman or French (4 hours), 
' ours. 
phy 1  (Logic).    F.lec- 
tive, ten 1   twelve    mrs. 
tive,  ten  to  thirteen 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
Pint Semester.—English 7. Philosophy 2 (Psychology). 
Elective, eight to eleven hours. 
Second Semester.—Philosophy 3. Elective, ten to twelve 
hours. 
73 units are required as above, or 7"i if second year Ger- 
man is taken. Of the remaining 49 or 51 units not less than 14 
nor more than 24 must he selected from some one of the depart- 
ments. Biology (B), Chemistry (C), Civil Engineering (CE), 
Geology (G), Physics (P). At least 8 units of French and 8 
of German must be presented by all candidates for the B. S. 
degree. Students who present a year of French or German for 
admission to the Freshman class must take 10 additional units 
of foreign language work. (German, French or Latin) before 
graduation. The balance of time not provided for by the re- 
quirements of the preceding table is open to free election. Elec- 
tions should be announced by the student to the instructor in 
charge of the study concerned thirty days previous to the end 
of the preceding semester, in order to insure the formation of 
classes. 
III.    FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY. 
The applicant for this degree must in every case have had 
the same amount of preparatory Latin as is required for entrance 
to Freshman Latin. He must elect upon entrance a Major Lan- 
guage, which may be either Latin, French, German, or Greek, 
in case he presents preparatory Greek for entrance. In this 
Major Language he must take two years of consecutive work, 
and previous to graduation he must elect not less than two years 
more of foreign language work, such election to be made in con- 
sultation with the head of the department in which his Major 
Language is taken. 
Required Studies. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 1, Major Language (4 hours), 
Mathematics 1.    Elective, four hours. 
Second Semester.—English 2, Major Language (4 hours) 
Mathematics 2.    Elective, six to eight hours. 
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SOI'HOMORE   YEAR. 
First Semester,— English   3, Major   Language   (■    hours). 
Elect:-.!. ten       "■'. • Ivi   b  urs. 
English 4, Major Language (1 hour) 
Elective ten tu twelve hours, 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Pit I   S ml tei 5,   Philosophy  1   (Logii).    Rial 
live, • 
Second  Semester.    English 0.      Elective, ten  tc thirteen 
hours. 
"R   YEAR. 
7.   Philosophy   2    (Psy hology). 
en hours. 
Secoi bilosophy 3.    Elective, ten   o tt 
. leaving G8 unit?  0]» 
-   in foreign langu. ge v. ork, 
ling the table ol required 
the Freshman yea , Mathe- 
Irench mu • en.    In the S* phomorc 
the three gr >ups,  (1) 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 3, Major Language (4 hours). 
Elective, ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.—English 4, Major Language (4 hours). 
Elective, ten to twelve hours. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
First Semester—English 5, Philosophy 1 (Logic). Elec- 
tive, ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester. English 6. Elective, ten to thirteen 
hours. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 7, Philosophy 2 (Psychology). 
Elective, eight to eleven hours. 
Second Semester.—Philosophy 3. Elective, ten to twelve 
hours. 
56 units arc required as above, leaving 68 units open to 
election. Of these, 1G units must be in foreign language work, 
' as indicated in the paragraph preceding the table of required 
studies. In the second semester of the Freshman year, Mathe- 
matics, Chemistry or French must be chosen. In the Sophomore 
year, two studies must be selected from the three groups, (1) 
Mathematics, (2) Science, (3) History, and pursued throughout 
the year. 
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ABBREVIATIONS. 
The following abbreviations occur in the succeeding pages, 
chiefly in the Schedule of recitation, lecture and laboratory 
hours. 
DEPARTMENTS   OF STUDY. 
Intellectual and Moral Philosophy Ph. 
Mathematics M. 
Astronomy A. 
Civil Engineering CE. 







Geology 1 G. 
Botany Bot. 
Zoology Z. 
Rhetoric and English Literature E. 
Latin L. 
History and Political Science H. 




Wednesday   W. 
Thursday Th. 
Friday P. 
Certain courses are marked with a star in the 
following tables. Such courses are not given 
every year, but alternate with other courses in the 
same department. For particulars, sec the de- 
tailed description of the courses in the statement 
of the work of the department concerned, which 
may  be found  by consulting the general index. 
.'.  •    • 
. .• . 
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SCHEDULE—Second Semester. 
Name of COUTH 
English. 2  
French 3 
German 2 ... 
OrMk 2  
I-Sllll    'i         
Mjitharnalkt s 
Chem«li>   - 




Latin 4. .. .   . 
History 2 
Physics 3  
Physics 4... 
English 8 













English 13  
Er-glish v)    •• 
English 10  
French 4  
French 7  
French 8  
French 10  
German 4  
German 0  
German 7  
Greek 8  
Greek 7  
Italian 1  
Latin 8  
Latin 0  
Latin 10  
History 4  
History 8  
History -  
History.  
History ol Art 2 
Hutuiy ot Art 3  
Hoik!!  
Musst 10  
Music 12  
Music 14  
liusic 1'.  
Mathematics 4   ..... 
, Mathematics 8 or 7... 
Astronomy 1   .    
On. Biol. BZ 1 
•Botany 6 or •  
•Botany 11  
Chemistry 8  
Chemistry 8.  
Chemistry 10  
Chemistry 12  
Surveying. C 8 ■...• ■ 
Mech. Dr.. .C« I 
4t.  '( M...C |«     . 
•Adv. Sur. C E 2*. 
' Geology'  
. Geology 4  
Geology o  
Geology *   
Geology    5      Geology 1»  
Geology    « 
Geology 15 
Physics}  
gfeSS I*-»•■" : PhyavcslJ  
Physic   »  
Physics 10  
Zoology 4......  
•Zoology o or 7_... ■ . 
•Zoology » of 10 
•ZoolofyH  
EI-: 
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II.   SHEPARDSON COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
For several years prior to 1900, under joint agreement of the 
authorities of the two schools, the facilities of Dcnison Univer- 
sity, including instruction, were largely accessible to the students 
of Shepardson College. The practical working of this arrange- 
ment gradually pointed the way to a still closer union, making 
it possible to offer to both daughters and sons of the patrons of 
the two schools an education in all respects equal, and receiving 
equal recognition upon completion. 
In June 1900, following these indications of practical expe- 
rience, such a union was effected. The courses of Denison Uni- 
versity, its class rooms, its material equipment and its degrees, 
were opened to the students of Shepardson College on exactly 
the same terms as to young men. While Shepardson College 
thus became a department of the University, co-ordinate in all 
scholastic matters with Granville College, it still retains its legal 
identity, and offers on its own account one course, differing from 
any of the courses of the University and leading to the title of 
Associate in Literature. 
As the Boards of Trustees and the course of instruction 
(with the exception just noted) are now the same for Granville 
College and Shepardson College they are not here repeated, but 
may be found, with other general information, in the preceding 
pages of the catalogue. 
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COMMITTEES. 
Executive Committee. 
E. W. HUNT, D.  M. SHEPARDSON. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, J. R. DAVIBS. 
C. J. ROSE. 
Committee to Assign Scholarships. 
E. W. HUNT, J. R. DAVIES, 
B. F. PATT. 
Advisory Committee. 
CLASS I—Term expires in 1906. 
MRS. M. G. STREET Oberlin. 
MRS. E. K. NICHOLS Wilmington 
MRS. B. F. MCCANN Dayton. 
MRS. J. H. MCKIBBEN Cincinnati. 
MRS. G. B. LAIRD Columbus. 
CLASS II.— Term expires in 1907. 
MRS. G. M. PITERS, Chairman,  Cincinnati. 
MRS. J. A. ROBERT Dayton. 
Mas. C. T. LEWIS Toledo. 
MRS. J. R. DAVIES Newark. 
MRS. S   K. VAN VOORIIIS Newark. 
CLASS III.—Term expires in 1908. 
MRS. J. F. CAMPBELI Canton. 
MRS. F. P. BEAVER Dayton. 
MRS. R. S. COLWELL Granville. 
MRS. L. T. SCHOPIBLD Cleveland. 
MRS  E. B. SOLOMON Dayton. 
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OFFICERS OF  INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT. 
EMORY W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D„ 
PRESIDENT. 
Intellectual ami Moral Philosophy. 
HARRIET M. BARKER, A. M., 
DEAN. 
History of Art. 
JOHN L. GILPATRICK, PH. D., 
MalhtmaHt t. 
RICHARD S. COLWELL, D. D., 
Greek. 
GEORGE F. McKIBBEN, A. M., PH. D., 
Romance Languages. 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A. M., 
Rhetoric and English Literature. 
WILLIAM H. JOHNSON, A. M., 
Latin. 
C. JUDSON HERRICK, PH. D., 
Zoology. 
CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN, A. B., 
Physics. 
WILLIS A. CHAMBERLIN, A. M., 
German. 
CHARLES E. GOODELL, A. If., 
History, 
FRANK CARNEY, A. B , 
Geology and Mineralogy. 
BIRNEY E. TRASK. C. E., 
Civil Engineering. 
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A. M., 
Chemistry. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. M., 
Botany. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M„ 
Logic 
CORRECTION!!! 
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT. 
I:MOKV W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D., 
PRESIDENT. 
/u/W/.-i imij and Moral I'hilosophy. 
HARRIET M   BARKER, A. M., 
1)1. AN. 
Hitlory o\ Art 
|OHN I. OILPATRICK, PH. D., 
MaUumal* • 
RICHARD 6 COLWBLL, D. I)., 
GBORGB t  McKIBBEN, A. II., PH. D., 
Romant ■■ Langnaf/u. 
CHARLES I. WILLIAMS. A.M.. 
RhHorii and Unglish l.itoratun. 
WILLIAM II. JOHNSON. A. If., 
/..Kill 
I   JUD80N HERRICK, PH. D., 
Zoology 
CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN, A. B„ 
i ir i, 
WILLIS A. CHA1IBBRLIN, A If., 
I WfJWi 
CHARLES B OOODBLL, A. If., 
HiiUn 
PRANK CARNEY, A. B , 
Gtohgy and Mintrahgy 
HIKNKY B. TRASK. C. E., 
i ivil Rnftnatring. 
ARTHUR M. BRUIfBACK, A. If., 
* :>.- MM if i 
M \l.( OLM B STICKNEY. A. If., 
Botany 
BUNYAN BPENCBR, A. M., 
-2 DEN1S0N   UNIVERSITY 
ANNA it   PECKHAM, A. M., 
CLARA A   DAVIES   M. S., 
CORNELIA A  MONTGOMERY, A   I! 
■ 
KITH L. JONES, A. B., 
ANNA J   ADAMS 
■ 
D   BEAT! IE, A   B 
III.' : NT. 
ITH N   STANTON, 
ANNA : VM, 
IDROW, 
OLI EGE MOUSES. 
..... Mi-s BARKBR. 
   Mist PARSONS. 
MISS PI I KHAM. 
• Misa Hi.Aim . 
COURSES 01   ST1 DY   UID DEORBB& 
tudy of Denison Uni- 
tudents of Shepsrdsoo 
•    ■    ind . i.-in- 
:
. partmenti ol instruction, 
to the sew ral degrees, snd 
Found on page  34 88. 
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In addition to these courses, Shepardson College on its own 
account offers the title of Associate in Literature for the following 
course, based upon the same amount of preparatory work as is 
required for entrance to the Freshman Year in the University 
courses: 
FIRST YEAR. 
KAMA   Of   tniksK 
/- irst Sttut rt ' 
French or German 
Rhetoric  
American Literature 
Chemistry   
'Elective ' 
St i cmd S< i'i* d i 
Prench or * ii r 
!l\         ■  oric 
American Literature 
MJ< ctive  
COURSI HOURS 
NUMBBR PPl V. M   K . 
F    1 1 
Ger, l 1 
E. I ;t 
K   1 i 
C  I •i 
.( to .'> 
P. :< 4 
Oor  -' 1 
C   -2 t 
E  2 :i 
i: ■.• l 
4 or :, 
SECOND VI;AI< 
SAM!,   or   col   RSI 
I r< nch or German 
English Literal ure 
History ol Arl   . . 
^Elective  
Semtsi i 
Prench or German 
Knglish Literature 
Mis'-.rv ..( Art 
'Elective 
COURSI HOUR! 
N i M i' 1 R 1M if  B*BBK. 
Ger  ■» 1 
II \ i 
4 
1-   7 
i: 4 
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ROOMS AND  BOARD. 
ted to board and room in the 
I     age, have beer previously made 
with tho Students may not  mom in  the 
so li >ng ;is there are 
vacai I rmitone 
A Belf-b   .: ling upon the college grounds, 
rgi of a resident teacher, 
Teachei n th< College grounds, except- 
eals in the Dining Hall, a 
adapted to the needs 
i ai   ■  • •  - 
and napkin ring, 
■ itlier single or double 
togel her furnish all needful 
Those  who desire 
ma; preads, eti      All articles of 
with the owner's name in 
Shepardson College," 
1" or lei . ,i retaining fee of five 
rs must bi tudent  with the Treasurer 
engaged until this fee 
urn will l,i- applied on the 
bill fail   to take the room 
in   ■ hing .i i hoice of rooms 
should appl 
Rooms hool year will not be 
the retaining fee has been paid. 
ADM.-s-lov 
StudenU taken any of th  regular courses in the 
Preparai •' ire admitted to the Fresh- 
■ I   upon  their certificates, 
without  further examination,    For those who  have prepared 
idmission .ire identical with those of 
Granville College    See 
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Only such rules an<l regulations are imposed as are necessary 
tn maintain health and order. It is the endeavor of the College 
to foster among its pupils self-knowledge and self-control. 
The government is intended to he educational rather than 
rcstru tivc With this in view a system of Student Government 
which has for its province the conduct of young women in the 
various college houses, has been in operation for ihe past four 
years. 
The conduct of the young women with reference to all social 
11      ements is under the control of the Faculty. 
MORAL AND  INTELLECTUAL  INFLUENCES. 
Without placing any constraint upon the denominational 
preferences of its pupils, the College aims to surround (hem with 
salutary Christian influences. Attendance on the daily Chapel 
exercises and the usual Sunday service is required, but no re- 
striction is placed upon the pupil's choice of a regular place of 
worship. A students' prayer-meeting is held every Monday 
evening. Students and teachers unite in the Young Women's 
Christian Association, and in classes organized for systematic 
Bible study. 
There are two Literary Societies in the College, the Euter- 
pe, IT and the Philomathean, which have a large membership and 
do excellent work. 
The Marsh Memorial Library in King Hall, established by 
Dr. and Mrs. Shcpardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. 
Lide Shepardson-Marsh, contains a valuable collection of books 
for liible and missionary study; also dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
and other helps for general study. This library is constantly- 
being increased by gifts from the family and friends of Mrs. 
Marsh. 
The Reading Rooms in Burton Hall are supplied with cur- 
rent literature, and in addition to the University Library a special 
Reference Library is maintained on the Shepardson College 
grounds, for the convenience of its students and teachers. 
A Social Culture Club holds regular meetings for the pres- 
entation and discussion of various questions pertaining to social 
etiquette. The social advantages of the school itself are greatly 
enhanced by the hearty welcome which the young ladies receive 
in the homes of the people of Granville. 
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MUSIC   AND  ART. 
The Coi Mu       ai d the School of Art. furnish 
am;'' tudenl   who wish to pursue these branches. 
T!ic i . !   with the special charges in these depart- 
■ 
ELOCUTION. 
"      '' • • Instructor in Vocal Ex- 
Shepardson   College.    The 
Poi   letailed information, consult 
■ 
PHYSICAL CULTURE. 
ed to meet individual needs 
■ student at the 
lal   'Tree tive gymnastics 
■ (tent 
i exei livided between class 
i her developing 
■   i 
tudenl     n the ground    ire required to take systematic 
the benefits of the 
For the sake of uniform- 
t the 1 tin   tor before procur- 
■ 
also required, except on the 
ui 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
A lin  •   cholar hips are available for the use 
of students i neci ■   \   led they maintain an hon- 
oral li esand liw an exemplary life. 
Ii i- undei ■ ■  ■   . boUrships, if called 
be ej rendei >light service to the college. 
Such service, howevei   will onflict with the pursuance 
tu : ' 
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EXPENSES. 
N" student is enrolled in any department until settlement 
has been made with the Treasurer and Registrar. 
Hills may be paid in accordance with the following schedule: 
Hills of $25 or less, are due at tune of registration. 
It l.ills are mure than 126, one hall is due at time of regis- 
tration, the remainder must he paid by the middle of the se- 
mester. 
Students preferring hills sent home for payment may make 
such arrangement with the treasurer, provided settlement is 
made according to the above schedule within two weeks after 
bills are sent out. 
TII enforce this rule a line of fifty rents, known as a Delin- 
I IT. will he imposed upon students for the first day their 
bills remain unpaid after the expiration of the two weeks, seventy- 
five cents for the second day, and an  additional seventy-five 
cuts for each succeeding week. Any student who finds it in- 
convenient <>r impossible to conform to the above rules may 
readily secure an extension of time by applying to the Treasurer 
•■ .r it. providtd such application is made before payment is due. 
Failun to comply with this requirement renders the student liable 
I  /'a Delinquent's F<» 
No money will be refunded to a  -Indent who leaves before 
the close of a semester except when one i~ excused from classes 
"n account of one's own illness, in which case a charge is made 
:'>r board only for the time the Student is resident in the college. 
No reduction lot room rent and tuition is made for less than 
half a semester, and no charges will be reduced to less than those 
! .I!I lemester No rebate in library or sheet music fees can 
be granted. 
Meals sent to rooms will be charged extra 
Any breakage or injury to furniture or room will be charged 
to the OCCUpantS of the room. 
Arrangements for washing can lie made on reasonable terms. 
No student will be permitted to register for future work 
until all bills due the College have l)ccn paid. 
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Mati    ilation follows    Freshman   Class,   $2; 
more, $3 Junior, S4; Senior, SS 
Stu i' ■ • from the regular examina- 
* of *-' fur each special examination. 
Certaii ui ec  in  Natural  Science  have  lees 
attad       ■ - md breakage.    For college 
• itement "f the individual 
courses in the      • Por preparatory courses 
in Cl i and Botany, the fee is $2.00 
ter     ! late fifty cents on second 
the second day. 
Collegiate, $5.00; Preparatory 
Department   ■ •       ■■: Music, $2.00; School of Art, 
$2.00 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
The student.- of the Preparatory Department of Shepardson 
College are not separated from those ol the College, except in 
i ' iss-room. In the homes they mingle freely, living side by side, 
enjoying the same friendships, pleasures and privileges. This 
intimate association is helpful to all, but especially so to those of 
less experience. 
ENTRANCE. 
All students entering the Preparatory Department of Shep- 
irdson College must furnish satisfactory evidence of having com- 
pleted the study of the following- Arithmetic, Geography, Kng- 
lish Grammar, U. S. History and Elementary Physiology. The 
evidence must be in the form ol a written statement from the 
principal of the school or instructor under whom the work is 
taken. A teacher's certificate will be accepted instead of this 
statement; otherwise the student must be ready for an exami- 
nation in these branches. 
It is important that those entering for the first time should 
come the day before the opening of the first semester for exam- 
ination and classification. 
Though students may enter at the beginning of either semes- 
ter, much is to be gained by entering the work at the opening of 
the year. 
Each student in ordinary health is expected to take three 
regular studies,—or their equivalent in music or art,—and do 
the usual amount of reading and rhetorical work. 
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each 
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the 
semester. The standing is indicated as follows: The letter A 
opposite a student's name indicates that her work lor the semes- 
ter, including examination, has been excellent; B, that it has been 
(000*; C, fair. The letter D indicates that the work has been too 
poor to receive credit until some condition, imposed by the in- 
siructor, has been fulfilled; and E indicates a complete failure. 
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III.   DOANE ACADEMY. 
FACULTY. 
EMORY \V. HUNT, D. D., l.L. D.. 
PRESIDENT OF  DBNISON UNIVERSITY 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY, Sc-.. D . 
PRINCIPAL. 
English and History. 
CHARLES B. WHITE, A. M., 
Latin 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A M„ 
Grtek 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. M., 
Botany and Physiology. 
ARTHUR M. BRUMBACK, A. M., 
' hi-mistry, 
CLARENCE D. COONS, 
Mathtmatlcs ami Physics. 
FRANK W. STANTON, A. B., 
BngUsh. 
CHARLES B. WHITE Registrar. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY Secretary. 
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The rooms are arranged in suites, each suite consisting of a 
study 12 by 15 feet, a bed room S by 11 feet, and two small 
closets.    Each suite is designed for two students. 
The rooms have been recently refitted and provided with all 
necessary furniture. They are lighted with electric light and 
heated with hot water radiators, connected with the central 
heating and lighting plant. There are lavatories with hot and 
cold water, shower baths, etc., on every floor. 
If any student prefers to room elsewhere, or if at any time 
he finds all the rooms in the dormitories assigned to others, he 
can always obtain in the village at moderate cost pleasant rooms, 
either furnished or unfurnished. 
COURSES OF STUDY. 
REGULAR   COURSES. 
There are three regular courses of study—the Classical, the 
Philosophical, and the Scientific- leading to corresponding 
MM in the College. Each of these courses extends through 
three years. The holder of 6 dip'oma of Doane Academy is ad- 
mitted without matriculation fee or examination to the Fresh- 
man Class in Denison University. Although these courses have 
'ietn arranged with special reference to the curricula of the 
University, they will be found in the main sufficient to prepare 
for entrance into any American college. 
PREPARATORY  YEAR. 
It frequently happens that young men whose preparation is 
defective apply for admission to the Academy. To meet the 
demands of such cases, a year of instruction in elementary 
branches is prescribed. 
SPECIAL STUDIES. 
When the demand is sufficient to justify the formation of 
classes in Book-keeping and Penmanship, these subjects are 
taught by competent instructors. 
M ' IVI KM rv 
; l <> . iv>   -,! DIBS. 
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
FIRST  SEMESTER. 
Latin.—First Latin Book. Collar A Daniel] 
Algebra.—New School Algebra. Wentworth. 
History.—Ancient. Myers. 1904 Edition. 
English — Two hours,' Elements of English Com- 
position, Gardiner, Kittredge &■ Arnold. 
SECOND  SEMI 
Latin —First Latin Book. Collar & Darnell. S 
ond  Year  Latin  Book. Greenough.   D'Ooge 
& Daniell 
Algebra.—Wentworth's New School. 
History.—Media-val and Modern. Mvers. 
English.—Two hours. Elements of English Com- 
position continued. 
MIDDLE YEAR. 
FIRST  SEMESTER. 
' 'lasncal. 
iMtin—Second   Year  Latin   Book,  Greenough. 
D'Ooge ft   Darnell 
English.—Elements oi English Composition, one 
hour. 
—A Greek Primer, Gleason. 
Physics—Four hours. Elementary Physics, Hall 
A- Bergen 
Scientific and Philosophical. 
L'Uin   -Second   Year   Latin   Book.   Greenough, 
D'Ooge ft Daniell. 
English. — Elements of English Composition, one 
hour. 
Chemistry.—Williams' Fitments; ;( hrs. recita- 
tion. 2 hrs. laboratory. 
Physioloty.—HuxXoy ft Lee's Elements, :t hrs. 
rent.'*        2 laboratory 
SECOND  SEMESTER. 
Classical. 
Latin.—Second Year  Latin completed.  Cicero's 
Orations vs   Catiline,  D'Ooge. 
English.—Composition  and   Rhetoric.   Williams 
Greek —Gleason's   Primer   oomj leted,    1    book, 
Anabasis, Harper A Wallace, or Goodwin. 
Scientific and Philosophical. 
Latin.—Second   year   Latin   completed,   Cicero's 
Orations vs   I ...-■.:■■ I toge. 
English— Composition and Rhetoric. Williams 
Botany.—Stevens' Introductory. 
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REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Every student, unless excused for special reasons, is expected 
to attend at least three recitations each schoi 1 day Hil attend- 
ance on these and on the special or public exercises of the class 
or of the Academy must be punctual 
Parents arc especially urged to encourage students to bt prcu nt 
,H the opening oj the session, and to remain at tklit work till its 
Absence from the duties of the BChool, whether occasioned 
by absence from town or by the entertainment of friends ii 
subversive of the highest good of the student. His pleasure, 
or that of his friends, should never be permitted to interfere 
with his daily duties. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examinations are held at the close of each semester, and 
at intervals during the semester, at the discretion of the instruc- 
tor. If a student's grade for a given semester in a given class 
fall) below six-tenths of the maximum, he forfeits his right to 
continue as a member of the class. In determining his grade, 
his examination mark has half the power of the average of his 
term marks. Regularity in work, good conduct, spelling and 
diction are considered as elements in making up the student's 
standing. 
RULES  FOR EXAMINATIONS. 
1. All students, whether candidates for the diploma of tiie 
Academy or not, are required to attend all examinations in the 
studies they pursue, unless excused by merit. 
2. No student whose examination in any study is reported 
as "Incomplete," will receive credit for that study until after 
the examination has been completed. In case, however, the 
examination be not completed within one year, the unfinished 
study will be regarded and treated as "Not Passed." 
3. Any student reported as passed "Conditionally" in any 
»9 
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woric, must removi  the    ffldition within   mr \ car from the date 
in which it was incurred, otherwise lie shall 
• ■   ited as    \  I Pasud." 
4    Any itu lei I reported ..- "S <t Passed" in any study will 
until he has again pursued it as 
.1 •   : i regular examination 
ii 
i.   Giving or • xamination is deemed 
evere punishment. 
■ in, without 
nt  to  the   Faculty  a 
wn    ■•       itement   il the ence; and the reason 
!n i tie cai enter his class. 
7.   A student from a regular ex- 
il examination, or any 
• i the removal of a condi- 
the Treasurer's receipt for 
redit for  such  special 
IV1 RNHIG  ABSENCES FkOM CLASS EXERCISES. 
1.   II more I ban five time* from 
any the e absences shall be 
■ 
•    hiII be treated as <■>- 
ii b t 
III. e than five times 
i   utive, he shall 
■ lie part nf the work 
em es have incurred 
■ '• emester, thi  examination shall 
ter as the instructor 
The   stu ; nding   for   the   period   of 
hall bi . nation, 
IV. These ihall n<.t   be considered  special 
itioi 
V     Every -.iti lent who shall have been present at every reci- 
tauo la    during the hall have his three lowest 
marks I into that mark above 60 of which he 
has I 'i iun 
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REPORTS. 
At the close uf each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mails to the parent or guardian of each student in the 
Academy a report of the standing attained by such student in 
eai h study pursued during the semester, together with a record 
uf In-; absences and deportment. 
Reports concerning individual students will also be furnished 
by the Dean at any time upon the request uf the parent or 
guardian. 
PRIZES. 
IRVING-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST. 
For several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result 
of tins the societies held for several years a public contest with 
no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor. 
To stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful 
work in the societies, the faculty of the University adopted the 
following resolutions: 
1. That the contest be held between the holiday recess 
and the close of the first semester of each year. 
2, That the winners of the contest in Declamation and 
Essay be granted each a scholarship for the second semester of 
the current school year. 
ii. That the winners of the contest in Oration and Debate 
be granted each a scholarship for the two successive semesters 
following that in which the contest is held. 
SHERWIN SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES.; | 
II A. Sherwin, Esq., of Cleveland, has established in the 
Academy a first and second prize of ISO and $2.r>, respectively. 
The e prizes are unique in their terms. The condition; of award 
are changed every year, anil arc announced only at the close of 
the year. Excellence in general scholarship with personal merit, 
excellence in Greek, excellence in Latin, and acquaintance with 
matters of current interest have been made the basis of award in 
different years since the prizes were established. 
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ATHLETIC PRIZES. 
A numbei of prizes arc awarded for excellence in certaia 
athlel Da) ol Denison University. For 
all these prises I i hi A mj are permitted to com- 
pete, and   evei [then        each reai won by Academy stu- 
di • t 
GRADUATION APPOINTMENTS. 
.,.    Bonos HI R. 
The i wl o e average stand- 
emester of the Senior 
programme of Grad- 
torian.    To the member of 
given the first place on 
the • Salutat rian     No student who 
emy in at least twelve 
!ul! in  receive either of 
OTHER SPEAKERS, 
thi  lii] loma of the Academy 
wi ith a fictitious name, 
:   fore April 16.   The 
orat read to a con mittee «h>",e members 
are.. productions, and those four 
that the ^rations to be pre- 
sente! at th< :       ..   idemy, 
EXPENSES. 
The : -lie principal necessary ex- 
penses ilu-;: lemii year: 
Tuition, 117/     $34 00 
Room renl (includ eating, and care), 
117.60 to $2/  1.15 00 to   60 00 
 10 00 
Incidentals, $2 50                                      5 00 
Lit • .-.     e, I1 fiO                                                           3 00 
                  12 00 
Board. 39 weeks at $2.00 per week                   .            78 00 
WashinK                              12 00 
Incidental!       10 00 
Total $109 00 to $214 00 
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The Laboratory fee for students in Chemistry, Physics, Phy- 
siology and Botany is $2.00 per semester. 
The fee for Diploma at Graduation is two dollars. 
Fee for late registration. 50c on second day of the term and 
$1.00 after second day. 
A fee of $2.00 is charged for each special examination. 
Hoard in clubs costs from $2.00 to $2.50 per week; in 
families, $3.00 to $3.50 . When board costs over $2 per week, the 
excess must be added to the estimate given above. Many stu- 
dents reduce their expenses below that sum. Rooms in the vil- 
lage are always to be had at prices ranging from 50 cents per 
week up. In the estimate above, reference is made to rooms in 
the dormitories, and includes heat, light, furniture and baths. 
All bills are to be paid, or satisfactory security for their 
payment lodged with the Treasurer, at the beginning of each 
semester, before students take their places in their classes. No 
charge for tuition, room rent, or incidentals will be for less than 
half a semester. I 
Text-books and stationery can be obtained at the Denison 
Book Exchange or in the village. 
The really necessary expenses of a student for a year, ex- 
clusive of clothing and traveling, range from $175 to $250. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Government. 
....in a relation of con- 
timulate those senti- 
Christian manhood     Students are en- 
       end tin- greatest pos- 
mtinually taught 
and the duty of prac- 
isary t.. tin- highest good 
leir • While it is the aim of 
this • every student, it is in 
itudent whose influence is found 
  
abstnl from town, 
xined from the Dnm 
tht u-r of intoxicating 
■ : nn  !: mobtl character, 
.    M 
Moral and I i u Influencaa. 
ition of tlie school, without 
itive in favor of the 
day include Scripture 
i vice the students are 
rcquiT required to attend Church 
twin prayer meetings are 
•usta l      er   oi the Academy are made 
well Schools ol HH- village.    In the 
Rapt: I classe     taught by College and 
Acaden      1  v for students. 
Scholarships. 
By a vote of the Boat tees, the President of Denison 
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students 
in cases of neces ity.    A fi surrendered by the 
94 
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i ilia! purchasers, are under the control of the Faculty, and 
assigned by them at the beginning of each year. 
Voluntary Societies. 
There are c mnected with the Academy and conducted bv 
the Students,   two   literary   societies    the   Ciceronian   and   the 
Irving.    Each society has its own hall, which is neatly and taste- 
Eurnished, and in which it holds weekly meetings. 
The students of the Academy are also admitted to member- 
•n the Denison University branch of the College Y. M. C. A., 
■■  the Scientific Association and in the Athletic Association of 
Denison University. 
Public  Exercices. 
During the year the Literary Societies each hold three special 
i meetings—an "Extra" at about the time of the Thanks- 
g recess, an "Annual" during the Winter, and a "Com- 
mencement" toward the close of the year. The graduating 
exercises of the Academy are held .luring the Commencement 
week of Denison University. Members of the class completing 
the work of the Academy participate in the programme. The 
diploma of the Academy is given to each student who completes 
in a satisfactory manner any of the regular courses of study. 
Dismission. 
No student who leaves the school before the close of a sem- 
e • r will be considered as having honorably severed his connec- 
tion with the Academy unless he has been duly dismissed by 
the Dean. 
Any further information may be obtained by communicating 
with the Dean of the Academy. 
AWARDS IN 1905. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS. 
Scholarship. 
First   Honor,   Valedictorian Theodore   George   Erler. 
Bad nd Hoi   i ictoi    I     (Not Awarded.) 
Competitive Orations. 
Samuel G. Bridgi Marshall N. Dana, 
Dav;
»ck, William I.. Townsend. 
Irving-Cicero Contest. 
Declamation   Thomas   D.   Rees. 
Essa>'  Herbert   I.  Topping. 
Or"""1   Herbert D. Scott. 
Debate    George W. Phillips. 
Sherwin Prizes. 
First I'nze, Fifty Dollars Earl R. Bull. 
Second Prize, Twenty-five Dollars George W. Phillips. 
SCHEDULE  OF  RECITATIOHS. 
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IV     CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC. 
Foreword 
een taught in the educa- 
Al  lir^t and for many years 
chars ter, but growing constantly 
under the management of 
he rapid growth of the last 
uitable building lor teaching 
Recital Hall, one of the 
tate.      In   1!'()()   the 
ing it a < '-educational 
 Mvi II a pan ol the L'nivcr- 
the value oi its work 
111 ..   for certain 
n the Consci     toi ed the work among 
thosi •   •    ish to become profes- 
n all it- ph.. 
i ■   of Music the en- 
i  | ■  ially candi- 
tion, the edu ation, not only 
 veil     It is understood that 
no   • work without at least the 
I 01 reason especial at- 
required for graduation; 
tin coursi   permitting elec- 
'.-..   the Universii r certain theoretical studies. 
•    nservatory Course has been 
the  lei   thening  ol   the  Theoretical 
Coursi       ■ ''  ■ emesters of Theory and 
mentary Han I ■    of s Ivanced Harmooyi two of Coun- 
■ •   • f Hisl M .       two   I Analysis of Form, two 
of Canon and Pugui and four of Solfeggio. 
In the purely theoretical studies premium is placed upon 
original work and the -indent is taught to apply his knowledge 
Both e at his command after he has left the class.   At- 
9> 
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ii ii called in tlio announcements of the various theoretical 
iere the courses offered are explained more fully. 
The ( oncert Course ollcroil by outside arti ts, tin- faculty 
and 11 it- Symphony Orchestra afford, it is believed, greater oppor- 
tunities to hear good music than arc enjoyed by many  larger 
schools. 
The Granville MUSH Festival Association al i offers a Spring 
Ii   tival ei   h  year besides other concerts, thus increasing the 
p| of   hearing   the   standard   works   for  chorus   and 
tra. 
The   tandard of efficiency of graduates in Voice, Violin, 
Organ  and  the Theoretical  work  is constantly growing 
her, dui no doubt to the constant strengthening of the course 
tudy ;md the broader requirements for graduation.    With 
ii of the new Theoretical work which has been planned 
the i'■'. ervatory will be able to oiler, in many directions, as 
thorough a course as any school in Ohio, and  n   such should 
re eive a liberal partonage. 
ORGANIZATION. 
Ho.irJ  of   Control. 
EMORY W. HUM HARRIET If. BARKER. 
Faculty. 
ARTHUR L. JUDSON, DIRECTOR. 
Violin  md History of Music. 
Director ol val Choruses.    Private pupil 
in Violin of I.eKoy M innati ConMrvatory, and Max 
Bendix, New York     Pupil in Theory of Dr. Henry G. Hanchett, 
N> .'.■ York. 
JENNIE ELIZABETH BLINN, 
rtnunt. 
Student in Oberlio I torj   1891 J.     Pupil of Otto 
mrson, Columbus, Ohio. 1893-6, Alberto Randegger and 
& .11 Hall S 1800 
ELIZABETH M. BENEDICT, 
■   m ■■'■. i Piano, 
Pupil   [Han . Ill , in piano and organ. 
PANNIE JUDSON PARRAR, 
rtmtnt. 
Pupil of Constantin St :   lelpbia; Bertrand Roth, 
Dresden, J. Emil Ecker, Toled Mi    Mary Gregory Murray, 
Philadelphia; Mrs. Pannie Chui ■   as, Chicago.   Student 
in Vienna in 1804, 
WILLIAM A, BERGER, 
Registrar, Acoustics, Th* ry, EUmniary Harmony, Violoncello, 
Student at   High  Sch Music,  Vienna, Austria. 
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F. MARION SMITH, A. B., 
AdvatlCtd  Harmony,   Counterpoint,   Analysis,   Canon 
and rngue awl I'lw ('owposiiion and Piano. 
Pupil of Walter   R. Spalding in  Advanced Harmony and 
Counterpoint, and of J.  K   Paine in History of Music and in 
Canon and Fugue and Free Composition, at Radcliffe College 
■ I Harvard University, 1900-02.    I'upil of George Proctor in 
and of Samuel W. Cole in Advanced Solfeggio and Public 
I   Music,  at  the  New   England  Conservatory  of  Music, 
1902-04 
ELSIE HIRSCHBERO, 
A ssistant in Voici, 
Graduate Denison University Conservatory of Music, 1905. 
FRANCES I)  JOHNSON, 
Assistant in Piano, 
Graduate Denison University Conservatory of Music, llt()4. 
PEARL  FERGUSON, 
Assistant in Voice, 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION. 
A. Course in Piano. 
B. Course in Voice. 
C. Course in Violin. 
D. Course in Organ. 
li. Course in Theory. 1-2 Solfeggio, 1st year; 3-4, Sol- 
'. 2nd year; 5-6, Acoustics, Theory and Elementary Har- 
mony; 7-8, History of Music; 9-10, Harmony; 11-12, Counter- 
point; 13-14, Analysis of Form; 15-10, Canon and Fugue and 
Free Composition. 
F. Ensemble Classes: (a) Chorus, (fc) Orchestra, (c) Piano, 
W) Musical Kindergarten, (<?) String Quartette, (/) Glee Club, 
(g) Mandolin Club, (h) Shepardson Glee Club. 
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A.    Course iu Piano. 
grades, extending from a well 
partmenl   the teachers of which have made 
inch ol work), to pupils capable 
■ 
■ ■ i set i mrse adapted to the 
oil the work to the 
'•    * taken tint the founda- 
• ■    • irk is lemanded from 
 : i    ■ r iper      A thorough 
and chord <  ■•■ •.ruction is 
• 
u I lively to one technical 
'     'A illiam Ma on system 
given the most attention. 
Srsl g lod tone production, 
ring to enter i I las: in Piano will lie 
tisfacl the work preparatory 
  work in any special dc- 
required th al work shall have been done 
■ lamination on such 
nning of the Senior year, in addi- 
tion              the C nimencement. 
B.    Voice. 
True 6 involves the study of the con- 
Wrong voice production is the result 
rong met ular notion. 
m i^ therefore given to correct standing posi- 
tion, perfe bn ••'•   freedom  of throat, agreeable 
listinct enunciation.    It is intended to fol- 
f the great English masters, who combine 
the best elements of the old Italian school (represented by Lam- 
perti) with certain ideas belonging to the German school. 
ie teaching the right use of the voice, so that the tone 
'  TOW in strength and beauty, it is the aim to train the pupils 
SO that they shall read  music quickly and accurately, and to 
give them also true ideas of inteqirctation. 
The studies and songs used are varied according to the needs 
of the pupil.    The works of Abt, Concone, Seiber, Panofka, Nava, 
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Lamperti, Marcheri and  Bordogni arc studied.    All grades of 
arc used from the simple English song to the opera and 
rio arias. 
Candidates for graduation in this department are required 
to take the following theoretical studies:  Theory and Acoustics; 
Elementary and  Advanced  Harmony; Counterpoint; Analysis 
ol Form; History of Music; Tour semesters of Solfeggio and Ear- 
rig,   Candidates are also required to have at least one 
year', training in piano. 
C.    Violin. 
lizing the comparative inefficiency of a prescribed course 
i   Italy in the Violin Department for pupils whose ability and 
lament must differ widely,  the last   three grades of the 
have been omitted, the work done being left to the discre- 
tion of the teacher.    The course will consist of five grades, re 
quiring at least four years to complete.    The needs of all begin- 
being similar, the first three grades are studied as follows: 
First Grade. 
Mazas. Violin School. 
Wohlphart, Op. 46, Bit 1. 
kayser, Op. 20, Bk. 1. 
Mecrts, 12 Elementary Studies. 
Second Grade. 
Wohlphart, Op. 45,'Hk. II. 
Dont, Op. 38. 
Dancla, Op 68, 
Third Grade. 
Mazas, Op. 36, Suite I. 
Kayser, Op. 20, Bk. III. 
Kreutzer Etudes (first half.) 
The studies for the next two grades will be selected accord- 
ing to the needs of the pupils, from the following works: 
Kreutzer Etudes (last half.) 
Hans, Op, :«i, Bk. II. 
Alard, Op. 41, Suites I and II. 
Rode, 24 Caprices. 
Schradrieck, Technical Studies. 
Bcndix, Scale Studies. 
Fiorillo, 36 Caprices. 
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: ■-   : 
Concert      DeBeriot, 1, 7,8,9,1       tFantasii 
1! ilia le   and   Polonaise, 
Sonai Mardii     Mi •. :••. I irii   . I <■•  8, 16. 
D.      Cl 111 •: Ol 
thi i reading is neces- 
i entei A good organ toui b, 
• playini teadini     and i mooth- 
■. ■ . 
• Phrasing am! Bach's 
m]    - •' ■ . r und work oi study. 
tferkel, Guilmant, 
nn, Len ar, Best, li"llins, 
hymn playing, accompany- 
I needs oi church work. 
E.    Couiw in Theory. 
II1TH. 
The course cannot 
th( .        i sight reading) 
the  pupil rite melodic phi 
nize by ear intervals, 
ind simple harmonic pro- 
■   posed in their major keys, 
and •■ een written at dictation and sung 
i        then the various in- 
and modulations are taken up. until 
■    dem vocal pieces are reached. 
With the growth of music in the United States, students 
have begun (i) feel more and more the necessity of a secure 
foundation of general  musical intelligence on which to'build 
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along special lines.     Although it would appear to be self evident 
that whereas music appeals to the car, therefore the hearing 
faculty and the musical imagination should be trained in students 
of music, as the eye is trained in students of art, yet it is a de- 
rable fact that many persons study to the end of becoming 
musicianly performers, teachers or composers, without lirst ob- 
taining an adequate knowledge of the fundamental principles 
of true musicianship,- that is, the ability to produce tones and 
to recognize  them,  in  their different  relations,  both  with  the 
mil  through  the eves, by  merely  looking at the  printed 
Solfeggio is required for all pupils as supplementary to 
the practical and theoretical brandies.    The final examination 
1 and 2 musl be passed by all candidates for gradua- 
The texl book   u e I are Cole's The New England Conser- 
w • in General Sight Reading, and Cole' 
MlSS   SMITH. 
hour   rev week through the year,   Courses 1 and 2 
i   Me.     The course cannot be divided.    The training con- 
th •       courses  l and '_'. with more attention paid to 
difficult intervals, modulations and harmonic progressions.     The 
ok used i- Cole's Melodia. 
6,6,    Acoustics, Theory, Elementary Harmony.— 
MR, BERGER. 
I hours per week, two semester . 
7,8.   History of Musit     MR. JUDSON. 
Four hours per week, two semesters. 
Text-book—History of Music, Judson. 
This course is based upon an original method by Mr. Jud- 
son.    The study is purely academic in nature, and does not in- 
clude the study of form nor the perl inning of compositions in 
The student is required to pursue, under the direction of 
the instructor, a course of orignial investigation into the causes 
clopmcnt of music and the relations between the Arts, 
in, Civilization  and  music,     Very little tune is spent in 
raphical study, only enough to familiarize the student with 
most famous composers     The work for each term may be 
Classified as follows: 
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.   IBtll 5TER. 
ot an '. Medieval Music,   The Re- 
ad R        us movements to mu- 
Medieval music.   Poly- 
S 
. '■     ■ i EH. 
Gi   rth of  different   Forms. 
Classi    and 
■   \; Relation I Res devel- 
• 
Miss SMITH. 
2, 5 and 0     Both ers, four 
II A. M     The course cannot be 
: Is in their natural 
I he   ubdivi    i 
of thi : ninth-chords and 
hords. chromatically 
-inn. and 
in  and outside, 
its 1 iv< ■ ran > ><r bass, 
i .'        iiv is used a    I 
and explanations 
II,  12 M1TII. 
9    nd 10    • ITS, Monday 
10 A. M.   The .  ur e cannot be divided.   The 
prim I to the melodious treatment of 
lion, in order to develop a facility 
ever    tyle, in the independent Jead- 
i xercises both in equal and 
unequ From two to eight parts, with the 
canlus firmus   in  different   part-.     Jadasilion's  Counterpoint  is 
■ 
13, 14     .1 iw/j : Miss SMITH. 
I'n r 9 and  10.    Both semesters. Monday 
and Tl.ui  lay B:40A M.   The course cannot be divided.   The 
pupil studii the construction of the various forms 
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and the elements of composition so that lie may recognize these 
forms and their constructive parts when he sees them or hears 
them performed. Examples are played on the piano at each 
lesson. 
15, 16.    Canon and Fugue and Free Composition.— 
Miss SMITH. 
Prerequisite, courses II and 12. Both semesters, Tuesday 
and Friday, 8:40 A. M. The course cannot be divided. The 
practice ol writing canon and fugue, the most advanced forms 
of polyphonic composition, is intended to perfect the contrapun- 
tal technique of the pupil, and to prepare him for the study of 
the larger and the freer forms of composition. Bach's Inven- 
tions and Fugues are the- chief works used for analysis and cxam- 
I le in the strict writing.    The pupil writes also in the simpler 
forms of free music for voices and for various instruments. 
F.    Ensemble Classes, 
(a) Chorus.—MR. JUDSON. 
A chorus of one hundred and  twenty-live voices is main- 
I for the practice and performance of Cantatas, Choruses 
u  1 Oratorios.    Admission is by examination only; dues, $1. 
(6) ( onservatory Symphony t )rt hestra.— MR.J U DSON , Director.. 
An organization of thirty five Conservatory students and 
l   ''     ional musicians, giving a regular Symphony Course each 
year.   The programs include iymphonies by Haydn, Mozart and 
C. I'h. Bach, besides numerous smaller pieces.   Opportunity is 
theCoi  ervatory, who are sufficiently advanced, 
to play classical and modern composition, under efficient direc- 
The on hestra is one of the most positive musical influences 
in the school, and has been placed upon a permanent basis. 
(c) Piano Classes. 
Ensemble classes are maintained in Piano, both Duet and 
Quartette work being done. The classes are free, and this work 
i- required of all pupils sufficiently advanced. 
(</i Musical Kindergarten     Miss FARRAR. 
Children from five to ten age arc prepared in the 
elementary part of music, winch every one should know before 
beginning the study of voice or any instrument. 
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In tl in lation of music is taught in such a 
mans r thai ostructs the children. 
(,•)  Univnsity String     utrtttk       Mi;  JUDSON. 
luartetti inized by the Conserv 
Violin and Cello.)   The student 
ntly in recitals, and afford oppor- 
tunity foi to pupil      The professional quar- 
tetl md 1 recitals,  and performs 
assisted by one of 
I ibundant opportunity 
great writings 'if the 
• 
idenl    "illy, and 
The' mein- 
•       • il d to reai ii 
1 ha  b      ex   i lingly 
as \i. ell as 
•;r the club has in the last 
Dayton, I rranville, Newark, 
\ irwallc,   Mt.   Vcrnon, 
' n, Alexandria, 
Z iowling Green and 
Kei 
■ • organis tion of young 
'■' tours,    Popular and 
• :    the year,    Besides 
U BS  violins,  Viola, 
"■I Mi   ibership is limited by 
Miss BLINK. 
n re irganited under the name of 
' Glee Cl        The number is limited to 
''■'■■' ' " : is of students.   The 
' ■ ■ |ohn H Brewer, to h 
later in the sei 
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Expenses by Semester. 
Piano, voice, violin, organ; private half-hour lessens i trice a week. $27 00 
Piano, voice, violin, organ; private half-hour lessons once a week. 15 00 
Harmony, clan lesson, 4 hours per week  7 50 
History of Music; 4 hours per week  7 50 
Analysis of Form; 2 hours per week  7   BO 
I of piano per hour  05 
Rent of music per semester 75 
Pee for use of  Library  l  BO 
r.'n's lessons; 2 hours per week, in classes  7 50 
1
     ral Society initiation fee—not required from voice students.. 1 50 
' "■ irUS,   term   dues 50 
ry; 3 hours per week  3 00 
< '< -ncert fee 75 
ggio  Free 1
    Pugue  (imposition  7 BO 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION. 
Diplomas will be granted to students who have pursued the 
i   tudj prescribed for their special department and have 
given evidence d( requisite musical ability.   This diploma will 
ranted only to those who display artistic ability in public 
srmance.   To students completing prescribed work, but not 
iring to make a specialty of public performance) a certificate 
ating the amount and character of the work done will be 
• 
Theoretical work required in all departments is two semes- 
each of Theory and Elementary Harmony, Advanced Har- 
ay, Counterpoint, History of Music and Analysis of Form. 
"ice and violin department pupils will be required to pursue 
study of piano sufficiently (two semesters as a minimum), 
!>lc them to read casv accompaniments at sight. 
In addition to the work required in the Conservatory, ean- 
ites for graduation will be required to complete the following 
Academic studies: One year of modern Language and English. 
»rresponding to entrance requirements fur Denison University. 
I he presentation of satisfactory evidence that this work has been 
cmipleted elsewhere will be accepted upon the same terms as 
in Denison University. 
GENERAL INFORMATION. 
ay time, but cannot register for less 
nts are under obligations to per- 
form   t the i and recitals, according to the 
illowed to perform in public 
ol the in itrui I  i 
rary furnishes all necessary music for 
. and voice da 
  ■ during the year, which pupils are 
■     mall conceit fee. 
Duril ,:      following artists have    r. - 
Granville:   Mme    Lawson,  Soprano  (2); Cleveland 
Philhan Otey Speaks,  Basso; Dr. 
Henry G   Hanchel t-Lecturer (4); Leroy McMakin, Vio- 
t; William Pianist; Augu ta Cottlow, Pianist; 
ring String Quartette and others. 
■ " quei '    during the second sen'1 
■   ■        
The C ■          ped with new practice pianos 
of the higl ' • • . re efficient the work of the 
• 
Por furthei ■       in regard to the Conservatory of 
Mu>i • 1. Judson, Chairman of the Faculty, 
Granville, Ohio. 
V.   SCHOOL OF ART. 
LAURA B. PARSONS, DIRECTOR. 
Drawing,   Painting,    Wood-carving,   Clay   Modeling,   Pottery. 
CARRIE MARIE HOWLAND. 
China Painting. 
HARRIET M. BARKER, 
History oj Art. 
The Art Course is arranged as follows: 
I.    CHARCOAL DRAWING. 
FIRST   GRADE. 
Geometrical solids in outline—also in light and shade. 
Principles of elementary perspective. 
Cast drawing from historic ornament; masks; hands and 
:eet; details of human face. 
Simple studies from still life. 
SECOND  GRADE. 
Advanced cast drawing from the antique. More elaborate 
rtodiae from still life.    Sketching from life. 
THIRD   GRADE. 
Cast drawing continued from the full length figure. 
Drawing from life costumed model. 
II.    WATER COLORS AND OIL. 
In this work thorough study is given to Composition, Color, 
Textures, Values, Light and Shade. 
Besides the work of the regular courses, classes may be 
formed in China Decoration. Pyrography, Ornamental Wood- 
Carving, Clay Modeling, etc. 
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Wat inting is taught ac ording to the French and 
English method ttention being given to technique.    Out- 
of-door sketchin ii during the entire course. 
ular work  in the Art studio are 
admit! to the da tin History of Art, which 
embra ■    • ture, sculpture, painting and the 
ters    These courses in History of Art must 
raduation    A thesis in art is required 
from i • •     ■   ■   luation. 
An  Art   Recepl iren  during  Commencement 
the   tudio during the year 
reason it is important that the 
tor of the Department until 
f the 
The Ai ae specimen, each, 
■ to the Coll 
es from  the Art  Department 
ree ol three yean.   No 
tudent whose 
re not    uffii ienl to admit to 
• ity. 
TUITION. 
.'   ■ 
$21   00 
21   00 
'        21   00 
18 00 ! 18 00 
' ' _M    IM> 
1
.........      B 00 
DEPARTMENT OF VOCAL EXPRESSION. 
Miss MONTGOMERY. 
The aim of this department is the cultivation of the speech 
art in its broadest sense. The student is taught not to imitate 
hut to apply intelligently the principles of vocal expression, thus 
enabling him. through the media of the best literature, oratory, 
and the every day social circle, to wield a power than which 
there is no greater. 
No college graduate should feel himself equipped for the 
wider field of activity into which he enters, if he lack that ele- 
ment of culture which identifies itself with ease of manner and 
pleasing address. That such refinements may be cultivated by 
a thorough and practical study of the psychology of expression 
has been fully demonstrated by the best teachers in this line; 
and that this study is considered to hold a most important place 
in the college curriculum has been attested by its inclusion in 
the required work of some of our best universities. 
The following courses arc offered as college electives: 
I. Principles oj Expressional Analysis, or Analysis oj 
Tlioughl through lone. This course deals with vocal expression 
in its relation to psychology and physiology, and is the founda- 
tion for later independent work. Section A, for men; section B, 
for women.    First semester, two hours. 
II. Completion oj course 1, and independent work, including 
inductive study in Oratory. Section A, men; section B, women. 
Second semester, two hours. 
III. Study and rendition oj Shakespearean and other classic 
dramas. Courses 1 and 2 are prerequisite. First and second 
semesters, one hour. 
A beginning class will be organized the second semester if 
there are a sufficient number of applicants to form a class. A 
course in Vocal Expression is offered to preparatory students. 
A special fee is required for this work, of $3.00 a semester, 
in order to exclude all who are not seriously interested in it. 
"3 
SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI. 
The S   iet;       thi rganized  in  1869, with 
Ken : 1845      President; Edward M. Downer, 
!'.- incis M   Hall, Clan of 1856, 
1
 :  1859, Treasurer,   Rev. 
Sai i ears later to become Prcs- 
a I Ire    on "The Import - 
Education." The Society 
I its     i   ■   lively to supply some 
!
      ersity     Por the year 1 '.MCI—1904 its 
«)ted to the purchase of historical 
Por 1904  1905 to the purchase of world 
: the buildings •/!' the University,   For 
■ ■ the Seventh General Catalogue 
imni. 
The .  !i»r the (urrcnt year are: 
RBV. A. C. BALDWIN.'M 
ViCl P«OF.    W     A     CHAMHERLIN,   '90 
irer  PROP. W. H. JOHNSON, '85 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
Chairman, BVNVAN SPENCER, '79. 
W *  HOLMS,'01. T. J. SHEPPARD, 70. 
I'4 
DEGREES CONFERRED JUNE, 1905. 
Honorary. 
DAVID WILLEY HULBURT, Class o( 1871). .Doctor of Divinity. 
Bachelor of  Arts. 
JAMES FOSTER CIIAPPBB, 
CHARLES KIN.. CHAPMAN, 
JOHN ANTON CHKRNUY, 
JOHN GARDINER CROSS, 
ROBERT STEERE GASKELL. 
JOHN ERERLIN GEIL, 
CHARLES DAVID HAVDBN. 
ROGER M.JONBS, 
GEORGE WALLACE NICHOLS, 
CHARLES BURTON NICKELS, 
JUSTIN WROE NIXON, 
CHARLES BENJAMIN PATT, 
GALE SEAMAN, 
JAMES FRANK WIIALLON, 
PERRY DANIEL WOODS. 
ELSIE COWLAM HCSTED, 
BERTHA MABEL SMITH 
Bachelor of Science. 
BALI BBBNBSBB ALGEO, 
WILLARD WILLIAM ARTER, 
KI.MER LORING CONLEY. 
EDGAR GORTON DAVIS, 
CHARLES EMMKTT OXLEY, 
ARTHUR NOYES PECKHAM. 
LEVI LEE SHEPARD. 
LEONARD GOBEL SWING, 
JOHN FULTON VANVOORHIS, 
MARY EDITH WORK, 
Bachelor of Philosophy. 
ROBERT D. HUNT, 
RALPH BANTON MILLER, 
ALMA LOUISE BLAISDBLL, 
KATE LEONORA CHAMBBRS, 
MABEL FLOY DBNISON, 
RUTH ANNA DRAKE. 
RUTH ELEANOR MCKIBBEN, 
MYRA COBB PELLENS, 
FAITH POMEROY, 
ELIZABETH THORNTON, 
MARGARET ANN WATKINS, 
MARIORIE WILLIAMS, 
Bachelor of Literature. 
HELEN TAMZEN CASE, STELLA MILDRED MOORE. 
STUDENTS IN I'.RANVILLE COLLEGE CLASSES. 
Graduate Students. 
I ::ustry Alexandria. 
I rlittorj   Norwalk 
Senior Class. 
S ■ '■' tkcl 
.Gran 
• linage. 




. Huntingdon, H'. Va. 
. 
A I :■ p   '.'. A.';■- 
. ' . . 
Grax 
.    . . AUxandria. 







I i Cl . , Newark. 
.Y... arJ 
  .   MiMlU-town. 
( VIH»H6UI, 
GUT HALL OBCUTT, &  Granuiii*, 
UAURICI DAVID PACK, Ph ,, .Johnstown. 
WILLIAM ALBXANDBB PATHB, IMI       . .Pasadena, Cat. 
FkANK PBASB, Ph Dayton. 
r, S< Newark. 
JOHN CLINTON PI GranvilU. 
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RALPH WILLIS QUICK, Cl Fort Collins, Colo. 
\i LBN COB i N  ROUDBBUBH, '']. Iiatavia. 
[BBS!   WlLIIBl H STENQBR, SC (iranvillc. 
R AYMOND MIL is TRACY, Cl    Hnbbard. 
ROBERT CLAY VANVOORHIB, Cl \. work 
ROY LESLIE WBLLS, SC .Altxwtdria. 
WILLIAM BOU rON  WRIGHT, SC //<>;>; L r. 
ELUBR BENJAMIN VALE, PB Waytu  > I /, 
Junior Class. 
I • >it\ WALTER BBATTIE, Cl Norwalk. 
HOWARD EDWARD BRN LHART, Sc... VraarA. 
i DI ESDWARD BOYBR, Cl Chicago 
Ki NNBTU JAMBS CAMPBELL, Sc Iff. I Vmt/H. 
ERNBSI CORNELL, Ph   IferattaVfa. 
PRANK HURD Cox, Cl Macksburg. 
WILLIAM HOWARD COX, SC  \ 
GUY CARLTON CRIPPBN, Cl Granvttl* 
CHARLBS ERNBSI FLEMING, Cl    Frateysburg. 
WILLIAM BLMBR PoRSYTHl, Sc.... Gran 
\  WADI  HOYT, SC Xorwalk. 
IRA DONALD HUSTON, Cl lid Ue, Ala. 
PRANK OIBBRSON LARUB, SC    .. .Iml.i. W tm, x. /, 
ELLIS PETER LBOLBR, Cl Da 
HARWOOD   L.BRSCH, SC Eiyrui. 
CHARLES MOREHBAD PBABB, SC  .Hampton, la. 
i |   RACE Pi'isn .:.  I'h  RendvtiU 
CHARLBE PROSE, Sc...   GranvUU, 
ROBERT SPBNC! R ROCKWOOD, SC    1 >■.' ■: < 'ity. Pa. 
[ESSi JOSIAII RUNYAN, Cl  Cincinnati. 
WILLIAM HUOHBS SHBPARD, SC       H yoming. 
WILLIAM GBAR SPBNCER, <'l Grai 
i KLINOBR WALSH, SC Dayton. 
Sophomore Class. 
PLOYD CLARENCE ANDBRSON, SC Gtncva. 
FKANK ASHMORB, Sc SwaUra; China. 
CARLTON WILLIAM ATWATBR, Cl Cleveland. 
ALEXANDER HBOLBR MALLARD, SC Washington, C, //. 
KAY BLLBWORTH CARMAN, SC GranvilU. 
-\KTIIUR BILLINGS CIIAFPEB, SC Marshall, / ,\ 
CLYDE COLBY, Cl Ma Hson, 
RAYMOND CLYDE DITTO, SC DHphos. 
DANIEL SHBBTS DYB, SC Raven Roch, IV. Va. 
JOSEPH K. GANNETT, SC Wellington. 
CLFARIIORNK CLYDE HOLLOWAY, Sc Adrian, Mith. 
1 1*< II  MI80M    UNIVERSITY 
11   .- i                           PHAN, Sc Dayton, O. 
ttfji             IRWIN, & Newark 
KBSLBR, St ' '•'<!>. i 
JOSEPH Hov                     Cl V. .-<>v : ..-M 
BY. Cl MTOMP •-■UU. 
I     . M .             Soi mo, ///. 
Wauktpm, III. 
■ ■        ■ •        .. 
rxRD LlVli - : ALE. Sc I \w:}>ridge. 





BR, Cl ToUdo. 
K, Jl    E Pol i 




l1    IN Sc VAMP* 
.    11 haling, IV.  Va. 
SAMI-H                                   ('1 GranvilU, 
E \w:. RANK.] Dayton. 
• IN, Cl  .. GranvUU 
• LL, Ph        . GranvUU. 
EARL I I                              IN, Sc E«dtd 
S Dayton. 
ALV» 'l ........      In-trint City, Minn. 
THEO: (l  Toledo. 
JOHR ■' 5c lietington. IV. Va. 
Hon ■ CsnciHfuils. 
ALRRI  Dayton. 
 Granvil/e. 
WILLIAM BBLI • I Harrodsburg, Ky. 
LINK WOTBLBR H/ LI r, Cl Chicago. 
HRATSR, Q St. Paris. 
GSOROB L. HBRSHBJ  Newark. 
R   ; AND ELUBR HUNT, SC  .Madisonville. 
tfaW Ground, Ga. 
BTH LEB JBWBTI   E       Aberdeen, S. D. 
PI Caw/'1". 
PAKRY RAYMOND JOMBS, Sr GranviUe. 
CLARBN( I WORTB3MOT0M KKMPEH, Cl /*>«maw$4>iirf, IV. Va. 
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ARTHUR NASH KI MLBR, SC Baltimore. 
CHIN YIN LIU, SC U'u Chan, Hupeh, China. 
WALTER LIVINGSTON / 'iqua. 
JAMKS FRANKLIN MCDONNELL, Cl  
|AMI;S DENNIS Ml I.A' r.m.iN, Sc  . I Union. II     !   I 
LEI  ELSWORTH MOORE, SC Newark. 
CHARLES ALFRED PARMITBR, Cl Oswtgo, -V. Y. 
pRANCBfl   FAYBTTB   PATRICK, Sc . . . HfffUy, III 
II AKRV LEE PINE, Ph \\ work. 
HUOH ROBERT PORTER, Cl   BeatUeitt, v /' 
DAVID CLAYTON RAILSBACK, Ph   Granviiie. 
CARL ARLO ROCKWOOD, Se      GrQttVtUe. 
v BDIIUND ROOBRS, Ph      Dayton 
JOHN MCKBASE ROLBY, SC \ ewark. 
BENJAMIN EDWARD SHORE,SC..       Dresden 
THERMAN PRED SOWERS, Q Portsmouth. 
WILLIAM B. STORMS. Ph Xtorley, III. 
DAQUUN TAO, Ph   Fant 'heug, Hupeh. China 
WALTER ROBERT TAYLOR. Cl Toledo, 
CHARLES WAYLAND THOMAS, SC Dayton. 
JOHN ALVIM THOMPSON, Ph Quaker City. 
WILLIAM LEE TOWNBBHD, SC     ZanesviUe. 
HUOH CASSIUS TYLER, SC  . GranviUe. 
JUSTIN ROBINSON WBDDBLL, d... Morgan Park. III. 
LEWIS SAMUEL WBLLER, SC Newark. 
AMORIME MONTGOMERY WILSON. Cl < 'artiste, hid. 
IIAKRV Koss YALE, Sc Waynes field. 
EDW \HI> FKATHERSTONE ZKNTMEYER. SC Dresden. 
RAY OTTO ZIMMERMAN. SC    /'eirysville. 
Electivei. 
HERBERT SPENCER ALLEN Dayton. 
KENNETH Bust ALLEN Dayton. 
Roi  EVERETT BAUOHER. . Hebron. 
BOYD ANDERSON BENNETT Connmut 
JAMBS BOTSPORO BENNETT Youngstown. 
BMI RSON OTBO BRA PSHAW W'ilgus. 
'/->' DIXON BROWNE Haskins. 
HARLBT LBROY <"H A PIN Xew London 
HOWARD CLARK UHca. 
ALBERT WATSON DAVIDSON Alexandria. 
ECLMER CHARLES DKCLBRQUB Chicago, III 
EARL HARRINGTON FOOTS Medina. 
LDGAR LEE FORSYTH Alexandria. 
PAUL CHRISTOPHER FOX Dayton. 
WALTER WELSH FRAZIER Frazeysburg. 
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STUDENTS IN SHEPARDSON COLLEGE CLASSES. 
TITLES CONFERRED  IN   1005. 
Associate in Literature. 
BETTYS DUNKIN CORPBNINQ, GRACE ELISABETH STBNOBR, 
HARRIET CLOBNDA SBARLB, ELLA DONALDSON SWING. 
Senior Class. 
BELLI BRAIIU . Cl  
ETHEL BRILLHART, Ph Vewark 
CLARICE CARROLL, SG— ilexandria 
VIVA  KILSY  DlCKBRSON, I'll    Jersey 
BBRI it A MAI- BLLIB, Ph         .Atlanta, III. 
N'BLLB HALSBY EVANS. Cl \ 
MART BUILT FBROUBON, Cl GramrilU 
BESSIE LEONE GULLET, Ph         Selma,. ita 
^Uk^ HELEN HUNT, Cl GramrilU 
MAGDALEN LEWIS, Ph GramrilU, 
HART ADELAIDE JBNNBSS, Ph GramrilU. 
MARY CAROLINE MBOQINBON, SC Grand Rapids. 
PLORI NCI MARY NICKELS, Ph Toledo, 
MAROARBT GERTRUDE PEASE, 01 Hampton, la, 
Kv\ LOUISE Rot RWOOD, Ph     Uniont 'Uy. Pa 
DONNA RUSSELL, Cl Sidney, 
EDITH PLORENCI THOMAS, SC < hicago, ill. 
SARAH ELEANOR THOMAS. Lit Bay City, Mich 
EDN \ Rosa THORNTON, Ph GramrilU, 
Hi ISII   TRUMP! R,   Ph  .      Lon ■   H 
KIN A WILLIS, PI*. Washington, t' IL 
LORENA MATtLLIJAH WOOD ROW, Ph EmpOfia, KoM 
GRACI WRIGHT, Ph Croton 
AMY BMBUNB ZIMMERMAN, Ph PerrysvUU, 
Junior  Class. 
LAURA BBITLBR, Ph < 'any, 
MARY LOUISE MCKIBBBN, Ph  
PBANCBS WELLS PRIEST, Ph Wewark. 
CLARA BLUABBTH ROUDBBUSH, Ph Wtwtomilh. 
BESSIE EMMA WILSON, Ph    King* Mills. 
IIIA ELIZABETH WICKKNDEN. Ph Toledo. 
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Sophomore Class. 
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i rg,  Va. 
Pawtu, v.:. R  I 
Grat 
i 
ROTH • ........Gn 
Freshman Class. 
IDA ZILLAH .1! rtn 




 ) mtoto.t Una 
Ull, Ind. 
GramiOt. 
EDITH M . Hudson, 111. 
. .   .Granvtiti. 
i .!■ 
0* aloosa, In 
hvr* '■' ....Iron! •• 
 VnmrA. 
BERTH ...........   Hamburg Germany. 
I FlBlD.Cl ... ./••,•« It'ujm. /lid. 
■LB, Sc .   MadiiomiU: 
9c ........ Clntland. 
INB BERTHA 1  Ntwark. 
MAKV II 1'h Hucyrus. 
MILDRED HUNT. C1  r.tatmllt 
BERTHA PLORBNCB LATIUER* I'h Xrwark. 
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MAK LUCILLE LYMAN, Ph Elyria. 
MAKY EDNA MCDANIBL, Ph Raccoon Island. 
LEILA JUSTIN MCKIBBBN, SC Cincinnati. 
MADGE CLEAVE MDSSMAN, Ph Newark. 
MARTHA EDITH MOZIBB, Ph Mt, Gilead. 
RUTH ORCUTT. Ph GranviUe. 
EDNA DBABTH OBB, Ph Mt. Hope, Wis, 
RUTH PICKERING. Sc Dodgeville, Wis. 
ELLA MARION ROBBRTB, Ph GranviUe. 
OLIVE MAKIH RUSLBR, SC Johnstown. 
HENRIETTA SCHWBOMAN, Ph  .Pout' ft | 
MlNNII AGNES SHAFFKR, Cl GranviUe. 
SHIRLEY SLACK. Ph GranviUe. 
HBLBN LAURA SNOW, Cl Erie. Pa, 
HELEN FAVILLK TOPPING, Ph Gra\ 
KAMIEKINE TRIMMER. Ph Springfield. 
ADA TUDOR, Ph Cim xnnati. 
KATHKRINE LOUISE VANCE, Ph  .Newark. 
BLONDA BANKS WATT, Ph Chicago. 
GBRTRVDB EMMA WRIGHT, Ph GranviUe. 
Electivcs. 
MADELEINE AUTEN Cass City, Mich 
ETHBL PAT! HAIKU Martinsburg. 
. .- BLUABBTH BAKKBTT GranviUe. 
LOUISE MAYNARU UOUTELLB Ncu\irk. 
MABEL ALICE BUTTSRPIBLD GranviUe. 
SLBANOB HARRIET CHAPPBB. Marshall, Tex. 
V.i TTA Lor is r. CHRISTY Bryan, 
MAMIE KMMA CLOBSMAN /..inesvitle. 
FRANCES MA YE DEAN.  Belhjontaine. 
ELBANOR MIDDLBBWART DTB. New Matamoras. 
MARY BUSABBTH BvANI Zanesville. 
LOTTII s GRAHAM fans. ill. 
ALICE LOUISE GRAY      Newark, 
EVA GRANHSTAPF    .GramriiU. 
FLORENCE GRAY Cincinnati. 
BTHBL MAE HANCOCK GranvilU 
I.I.SIE HIRBCHBBRO. Newark. 
ALICE HUMPHREY   GranviUe. 
HELEN KENURICK HUNT GranvilU 
BLUABBTH CAILISLE JOHNSON Marietta. 
I'LA MAE JOHNSON ./'■>. (A ricktewu. 
MARGUERITE JONES GranviUe. 
HADOB LBATITT   Parkersburg, IV. Va. 
ANNA LOUISE LOCK HART Belleville. 
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MARY McGt'lM   Jasptr, .Ma. 
MARY L I    .     Granuburg, hui. 
JlAN El  Vf-icjrt 
Gl H I   Lll 1AM Nl !i..r   > . 
HA Mj H.irh.r. A    V 
U   ;.  >, III 
DONNA Pi H . rf  .'. fftrson 
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i i - 
GKACI LI »vi i i 
Junior Class. 
II'. Va. 
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LKCILB LOBENSTHIN REYNOLDS Martin's Ferry 
MARION ORATION ROSE Grauvlll*. 
114 SELBV .\ew Lexington. 
DOROTHY RUTH SWARM Cranville. 
JESSIE MCMIRTRY WORK Cranville. 
Electees. 
l/niEL I"AYK BAIRD Marlinsburg 
ANNA BLUABBTH BARRETT Cranville. 
LUBLLA HlLDRBD BLAKB '. .Urbamt. 
JUANITA STBTBHBOM BOND Cranville 
BBULAH BROOKS BROWN Cranville 
,n inns UM   BVRLBT Crookst/UU 
ELEANOR HARRIBI <II.MH.I-: Marshall, Tixas. 
ZBTTIB LOUIBB CHRISTT Bryan, 
I IA EMILY CHRYSLBR     Grot 
Qi IDYI EDITH CLAY Old Fort 
i   HTH MAT COX   ,, Hudson. Ill 
EVANOELINE  HELEN  DANN llUance. 
PRANCBB R  II  DANN UKOact 
Ri in DAVENPORT CtnnnnaU 
>A DICKINSON Cincinnati. 
MART ELLEN DICKINSON Vtwcasll . Pa 
11 ANHI PETZBR  Hamburg, Gtnnany. 
CLARA PINLBT Cumberland, 
\| mil. II   l-..u BLI ' 'inciimati 
EDITH MAT FUI LBR... .Clm 
n Sv, BETGI UIAM  Pans, III 
RAIIMB HAIDER      Tilai, Bolback, Syria. 
I HART HAMILTON  .. Kankakn, III, 
i ii IA MAY II '■!■■■   KB         Ill '■'■  ■ 
ETHEL MAT HANCOCK Gramnlle. 
!. NA HANKINEON Cranville 
Id LEN B. [NOLRI Morgan Park, 111. 
KIKI  [IHIHABA Tokto, Japan 
HOULT JBNNBBS 1,'tiar I'oint, III 
RLIZABBTB CARLIILI JOHNSON Marietta. 
1
 LA MAT JOHNSON      .Frederi* kt mm 
IASETH MTRTLI  KING Sharon Valley, Nemark. 
LEAVITT    Parmersburt, II'. Va 
LEILA BURNBLLI MONTOOMBBT Palaskala. 
NELLI MARIE MORSE Columbus 
■ i i vi. MOSSHAN Vemark. 
MARI Sun v Nil ii"i     . .Gran 
MINNIE NORRII  GramiUe. 
ROTH ORCUTT Granvilh. 
IL'0                                                              ION    UNIVERSITY 
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PANS 1 fxii 
' ' - 
i   - 
' . 
■ . En 
HESS L. SOW 11 .;:>::.; Hltfj, CJHCJMM 
i^^^ '.'■ | 
HI ■ ntsviUt, ■1 Gramriilt 
w9 . I-:.- trly, Mast 
■ .■■■':■•, n 
H t im i KM iVl Gronvilit. LW Taetn 
Ev                         STUDENTS IN DOANE ACADEMY. 
HP                                                      '  HADUATIHG  CLASS OF   1905. 
■   ■ MlLLARD Ll                     R i HY, 
■ 11    RAC1    Ml NR<  i    HoOftB, 
... llAkkY PAMM 
i A                                     MCB, 
' !RABLI 1  Al ITIM   I'l RIM rOM, 
DAVII                             MACK, 
k.w . WILLIAM LI                  HOUBB, 
■ t tkLBV Mi 
■ WAI rsit ROBI 
Tin CHABLI '.III DOI 1 THORPBI 
Win WlLLIAH   Ll 1   TOB Nil MI. 
w.IT .. ■  > WALTBH   PltHBP   W tLSBB, 
EvMMI ; HOMI k Ll     : II 
Senior Cla». 
R< i t. //. | 
v. Franklin, Ind 
EAS : 
R CoN A WA> 
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Bm BBON OTIIO BRAMHAW H'ilgus. 
N HANICOMB CARMAN Granville. 
HARRY CHILCOTE Newark. 
STANLEY WILSON DAVIS Cincinnati. 
ALBERT WATSON DAVISON Alexandria. 
A: in ki  MILTON DlXON ZantSvilU. 
CHARLES ROLAND DRAV Warm, 
EARL HARRINGTON POOTB Medina 
EDCAB LEE FORSYTHE Alexandria. 
HAROLD GRASSER FHANKI.IN Ntwark, 
WALTER WILSH PRAEIER Frastysburg. 
HBBBB HOWARD GIBSON Gibson. 
PRBD JAV HANWAY Alexandria. 
Horn R WHITMOR HART CUvsiand. 
HEATER St. Paris 
STACY HASTINGS UILI Clebume, T$x. 
VICTOR BUOO HOPPB I5arl> ri W 
HORACE HOLMES HUNT Granville 
ECBNMBTB I-EE JBWETT AbsnUen, S. D. 
PRANKXIN UCDOHHBLI Posft 
Louis ALBERT MITCHELL Newark. 
ALPRBD SHBPABDSON ORCUTT Granville. 
HARRY EDGAR ORP Newark. 
BURTON ROBINSON PRESCOTT Mansfield. 
AUSTIN PARKER READ Martins Ferry. 
THOMAS DAVID REES Newcastle, Pa. 
HERBERT DELOS SCOTT     Gi •■■' 
TIH-RMAN FRED SOWERS Portsmouth. 
CLARENCE VERNE TALHOT Urbana. 
VICTOR ROLAND TURNER Waynesfwtd 
HARVEY JUDSON WALKER Triplet!. U    li 
VORA SAMUEL WARNBR Gramilb 
HERMAN WESLEY WEBER Dayton. 
WILLARD SPANGER WILLIS Washington, C. II. 
AMORINB MONTOOMERY WILSON Carlisle hid. 
HARRY ROSS YALE   Waynesfield. 
Middle Class. 
JACK PAUL AGLER Columbus. 
GLEN AUSTIN BAKER Fremont. 
ZOE DIXON BROWNE   Has 
ROBERT WELLINGTON Brim Noftkport, Mich. 
HOWARD CLARK Uttca. 
WILFRED COURSLEY COE Upland, Pa. 
ARTHUR MILTON DAVIDSON Tippecanoe. 
ROY LH DEAN Bellefontaine. 
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. n it, Mich 
1! i - H S '■   s GranviUt 
\M i 'onntaui 
Spring Valby, 
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tna 
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■ . : :. /.;i:. 
' /..-   ,M,7.   J ■   I 
f%   ;-'■ 
: . ... 
v B.W.I. 
: jiui 
II .      '       MH 
/'.(.■ 
Elgini III 
i i   anfogofi, /// 
WILLIAM EVAN9 I : 
WALTi i wnfrrWoHd, hi 
vark 
WARM Nr ] ■• Gramniii 
Jamaica, I'  \\   I 
Martins Firry 
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|0HN MASBBY SAUNDBRB   Roseland, Va. 
ill NKV WALI I R STBVBN8 Conneaul. 
DBXTER JONRTNB TIOHI Gramill*. 
WALTER WBI BH WBININOBR V/i('ukkonvHU, 
FRANK WILLARD WRIOHT V Ktnova. 
Electives. 
IAMBS BOTSFORD BBNMBTT Youngstown. 
JOSEPH DBNNISTON BOTCB HoptdaU. 
JAY ROY BUCKLAHD GranviOt. 
ITBWART MANCHESTER BUROBBB Cleveland. 
HARLBY LBROY CHAPIM Nn) London. 
ii   DINSMORI           Chrisman. 
CARL FRBD DUBRR Da 
WILLIAM HARKBR BLLOB East Orange. X J. 
HOWARD PBMUB, J» Cincinnati. 
11 IRRV PoRBYi HI- GranvilU. 
PAUL CHRISTOPHER Fox   DayUm 
WILLIAM BBLL QODDARD Harroddmrg, Ky. 
BARTHOLOMEW GOLDBM Skamokin, I'a. 
BVBRBI QUTRIDOE Ntwark. 
EDOAR GARRIBLD HARNBR ElkUm, Va, 
LINN WHI BLBR HATTERSLBI    Chicago, III. 
JOHN CRAOO HOSKINBON W*"" Frttport, Pa. 
1.1 ON WAI 1  Hoi     Norwalk. 
CLARENCB RICHARD JONII Ntwark. 
■ 'HAKI.ES BUM iNUBi  K 11 (MAN Sious Falls, S. D. 
CLARBNCB KBYBBR 11'" Jefferson. 
W LLTI R BUROBSB KlNNBY NtWOtk. 
ARTHUR NASH KUMLBR BaMmon. 
ROBBRT JOHN LAMSON Toltao, 
WILLIAM OLIDDBN LBWII Toledo. 
CBtN YIN I.IU Wu Chang, China. 
JAMH DBNNU MCLAUOBUM Ilinlon, II". Va. 
WILLIAM ADDISON MCNAUOHTON ( laridon. 
WiLFRE■» MARTIN Ilanrysburg. 
ABHBR KINO MATHER Chicago, III. 
THOUAB MAI'L Oak Harbor. 
ROBBRT CARRY MILUKJM Wat Jefferson. 
JOHN MITCHELL Lorain. 
HfSTON BURTCH MOIILER Columbus. 
FRANCIS WAYLAND MORLBY Sandusky. 
PBRDINAND HUXTHRAL MORTON Ash Camp, W. Va. 
BDWARD CARL NBHLS Newark. 
Avr.rsT OTIKBRECIIT Columbus. 
THOMAS MILTON OOIER Cambridge. 
Kill DENISON   UNIVERSITY 
PBAHCIS FAYI -     Mi rlty, III 
c .'.      >. i  I'MILI.IPS Jamaica, B. W. I 
 Berlin, MJ. 
w       m LEWIS RHOI .    Uomnn, 
Dayton 
i  I ■■> Moiti 
... 
( lucaga. 111 
M i Skamokin, Pa. 
Skamokin, I'a 
C   i SMITH GranvilU. 
I'.i ■ m 
UUU 
I 'IIARI IS " ' '   ';v- WiffA. 
GfamiiBi 
...        Vraora 




:   WlHTEB. OlU 
WaynttjU I 
/Vr. 
STUDENTS OF THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC. 
\twark 
 Van W'trt. 
 Swatow, China. 
ilranvillc. 
|     V.  ( ieveland 
'Iranvitlt. 
V uv BAIH  Ilranville. 
\   B    Bl   11 ::. Xorwalk. 
!   W. BBATTIB. \\>nvolk. 
 I-lushing. 
',tanviUe. 
I   R. BOCBXAMD  Ilranville. 
LYMA BUCKLAND tiramillt. 
ADA C. BURLBY CrooksvilU. 
BLANCHE BUI BW U...  Vkkburg, Mich. 
M'.m-l. BUTTBBPIBLD (Iranvillt. 
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R. V. CARLIN Swatow, China. 
ESTHER CARNEY Granville. 
EWAKT CARNEY Granville. 
EVA CASH Alexandria 
MAIDS CBAPIN Lorain. 
ZETTIR CHRISTY Bryan. 
ALLIHRETTE CHRYSLER GmnviiU. 
GLADYS CLAY ■... .Old Fort 
MAMIE CLOSSUAK Zanesville. 
MAY COLLINS Cumberland. 
MARGUERITE COLWKLI Granville. 
FRANCKS DANN Alliance. 
AHA DAY Vewark 
ROY I. DEAN         BlUtfonlaiiu. 
CLARA DICKINSON Cincinnati. 
MAKY DICKINSON Newcastle, Pa. 
CFRACE DUBOC Oskaloosa, Iowa. 
C  If   EDWARDS Granville. 
BERTHA MAE ELLIS Atlanta, III. 
WILLIAM BLLOR East Orange, N. J. 
K »RL H   ESIIMAN   Dresden. 
MARY EVANS    Zanesville. 
PEARL FERGUSON Granville 
I'.-IHER M. FIELD Granville 
CLARA FINI.KY    Cumberland. 
JOHN S. FLKRK Newark. 
ADELINE FLEMINC.   .  Browning, Mo. 
MARTHA FLUUHUTI Newark. 
P. C. Fox Dayton. 
BLANCBI FRAZIER Frauysburg 
DOLORES FREDERICK Johnstown. 
MATTIE FRIDLEY AshvilU. 
BERTHA J. FULTON Newark. 
MATTIE A. GALLOOLY Duncan Falls. 
ABBIE O GKACII Granville 
CILIA HAMMOND Alexandria. 
B, M. HANCOCK Granville. 
DELIA HAYES GranvilU. 
J C. HOSKINSON New Free fort, Pa. 
FAY HULSIIIZBR Granville. 
HELEN HUNT Granville. 
EDESSA ISAACS Upper Sandusky 
ZENOBIA B. JONES Rendville. 
GRACE F. Km NAN Newark. 
I.IDA KING Newark. 
MRS. M. M. KING Granville 
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ALMA i  Flushing 
BUM A Bi      K  {darns Mills. 
.  Dayton 






.   .. ..Cincin nati. 
Grot 
 Bryan 








T   II   I     u   i- AT( 
H . Waukegan, III. 
. 
. Nam n ■ 
Fort*   Uins, Colo. 
SKI 






MM   M   B   i Fulton. 
r H. SBI .... Shift 
\.;, Ltxinpon, 
ADA SHAM I J   .GranvilU 
H Ihnvard. 
GWLADYI Si I ■■■ : .......GronvilU. 
CORMBLIA SPBNCBI  Cranvtlle. 
DAJBY I .. 5Mw6wfy. 
N    I     8TI    I I I I Cranville. 
BRRTRA STBVBMI     Sewark. 
DOROTHY R. SWARTZ  . .GranvtiU. 
DAOUUMTAO  Fan Ching, China. 
rAYLOl Hebron. 
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BoiTH THOMAS Chicago, III. 
C. W. THOMAS Dayton. 
W. C. THOMAS Dayton. 
J. H. THOMAS Dayton. 
S. E. THOMAS Bay City, Mick. 
HELEN TOPPING GranvilU. 
JBNNIB R. TOWER Newark. 
MINNIE TWINING GranvilU. 
FRANCES VARNESS Tacoma, Wash. 
BLOND B. WATT Chicago. III. 
I'I.ARA WELLS Alexandria. 
GRATE WELLS GranvilU. 
MVLA WOOD CUves. 
JESSIE WORK GranvilU. 
EVA WRIGHT GranvilU 
STUDENTS IN ART. 
MARY ANDERSON.... GranvilU. 
N'ITA HELFORD GranvilU. 
ROBERT N. BUDD Northport. Mich. 
MABBL BUTTERFIELD GranvilU. 
Jov CARMAN GranvilU. 
BwART CARNEY GranvilU. 
DOROTHY ELLIS Denver, Colo. 
A Din i: PLEMIMO Browning, Mo. 
ETA GRANDSTAPP GramttU. 
ALICE GRKY Netvark. 
MAY HALDBEUAN Grand Rapuis, Mich. 
HARRIET HUNT GranvilU. 
I AY HULTSHEUER GranvilU. 
GwENDOUH JONES GranvilU. 
Loum LOCKIIART GranvilU. 
MARY UcOuiEE Jasper, Ala. 
MRS GEO, I. MARSH GranvilU 
NELL MORSK Columbus. 
MINNIE NORRIS GranvilU. 
SARAH PHILLIPS  Newark. 
I'AUN RAMSEY Sunbury. 
BLANCHB ROMANS Cambridge. 
ALICE SMITH ". GranvilU. 
ESTHER STICKNBY Beverly, Mass. 
MAUD L. THOMPSON GranvilU. 
_ 
134 DENISON    IM1I k-. IN 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT ATTENDANCE. 
Gi      2 
 4:1 
  21 
     67 
     28 
1
   Hi .■(          A 
- 20 
S n    24 
111 ;*'■ 20 
     44 
Pi   60 
liege  43 
- 103 
   68 
Ueg<  38 
     96 
I    40 
Middle Year     27 
- Y< :ir    30 
   62 
 160 
-< ni   r Year  7 
Middle YMI  9 
Junior Year  8 
Elective*  50 
 83 
Conservatory of   Music , 125 
I        of  Art    25 
Total enrollment, exclusive of all repetitions 543 
INDEX TO FACULTY AND OFFICERS. 
_ 
Adorns. Miss A. J   10, 72 
Barker, Miss H. M. (Dean of Shepardson). .0, io, 29, 61, 71. 72, 100, 111 
Beattie. Miss B. D 72 
Benedict, Miss E. M 9, 100 
Bergcr, W. A   9, 47, 100, 105 
Blinn, Miss J. E 9, 100,  108 
Brumback, Professor A   M 8, 29. 87, 71, 83 
Burrer. K. O 9, 10, 44 
Carman, AS 10, 2S 
Carney, Professor 1"' 8. 29. 51, 71 
Chamberlain, ProieMor C. W 8, 21, 29, 44, 71 
ChamberUn, ProCenor W. A 8. 29, 47. 71. 114 
Colwi'll. ProfeMor R. S. (Registrar) 8. 10. 29, :i(i, 71 
Coons. CD 10, 83 
Uavics, Miss C. A 9, 72 
Farrar, Miss F. J 9, 100 
Ferguson, Miss PC    101 
Gilpatrick, Professor J   1,. (Dean of Granville College), .8, 10, 29, 3.'), 71 
Goodell. Profenor C. E *. », 49, 71 
Herrick, Professor C. J 8, 17. 29, 39, 71 
Hints, Mrs. K. S   (Librarian)    .10 
Hirahberg, Miss B 101 
Howland, Miss C. M 9. Ill 
Hundley, Professor H. R. (Dean of Doane Academy) 8, 10, 83 
Hunt, President K. W 8, 10, 29. 34, 71, 83, 100 
Hunt, Mrs. H. M. (Matron Shcpardson College) 10. 72 
Johnson, Miss F. I) 100 
Johnson, Professor W. H 8. 29. 43, 71. 114 
Jones, Miss R.  1 10, 72 
Ju.lson, A. 1 9, 29, 62, 100, 105. 107, 108, 110 
Kcil, E 10. 44 
McKibl.cn, Professor G. F  8, 29, 37, 71 
Montgomery, Miss C. A 9, 29, 41, 72, 76, 113 
Parsons, Miss L. B 9,   72,   111 
Peckham, Miss AH 9, 29. 72 
Smith, Miss F.  M ». 29, 62,  100,  104,  103.  106 
Spencer, B 9, 29, 34. 71, 83. 114 
Stanton, Mi»l E. N 10, 72 
Stanton, F. W 9. 29. 83 
Stickncy, Professor M. E 9. 29, 59. 71, 83 
Trask, Professor B. E 8, 29, 63, 71 
White, C. B 9, 83 
Williams, Professor C. L 8, 29, 41, 71 
Woodrow, Miss L, M 72 
>3S 
INDEX OF STUDENTS. 
Adair. J. D. 118. 
Agler. J   P.. 127. 
Alexander.  A.   Z,   133 
Alexander,  P   W..  118. 
Allen. H   S. 119 
Allen,  K   H ,  119. 
Allen. M .  133,  ISO 
Allen. Mamie, 130 
Andersen. P  C. 117 
Anderson.   M .   133 
Aihbrook, W. A . 118. 
Aahmore, P., 117, 130. 
Asht.n. Mrs A. K . 130. 
Atwati r. I    W., U7.M30 
Atwell E  I.   138 
Auten. M ,  123. 124 
I!;,:. 1    I.    t .  l-'i. 12S. 
Baker, ('■ A . !-■:. 
BuIlaM. A   11., 117. 
Barker, J .  130 
Barretl   A   i:    133, 124. 
Bath, M . lit" 
.:  k   i;   lit  124 
W   I   .  118,  126. 
■       A   B . 131, 130. 
■    11   I' . 116. 
I   W . 117. 130. 
Bel    it   i.   i< . 118, 126. 
Beck O.C    118 
B.itUr. I. .  131 
Bali  :■!   V . 133. 
Bennett. B   A . 119. 
'.  .]   li . ll'J, 129. 
Benoy, W   E . 118, 
II   I. . nr,. 
Bethel, S , 130 
Billings  A   M, 134 
Biokh)   !<  s . IIH 
111.,,',:.  II   A .  122 
I.   II .   122.  125. 
T  J . 110. 
H  I     M 8  126. 
B Dingar, P   B    llfi 
li nd, J  B . 12.', 
Bond, M . 130. 
Bund, M. O , 118. 
BouUUe, M. L.. 123. 
Boyee. J. D., 129. 
Boyer. C. E., 117. 
Bradshaw, E. O.. 119, 127. 
Bridges, J. S.. 110. 
Bridges. S  G, 96, 118. 
Bnllhart, E.. 131. 
Bnllhart, H. E., 117. 
Brown, B  B., 122, 125. 
Brown*, Z  1)., 119. 127. 
Buckland, J.  K .  129, 130. 
Buckland. L . 130. 
Budd. R   W , 127, 133. 
Budde. II   II .  122 
Bull. B, R., 90. 118. 
Burgess, S. M., 129. 
Burley. A. C. 128. 130. 
Burr. L, II., 116. 
Bushnell, B . 122  130. 
Butterheld, M. A., 123, 130. 133. 
Campbell, K. j., 117. 
Carlin,  R. V .  122,  131. 
Carman, C, A., 118. 
Carman. J , 1.12 
Carman. N. H... 127. 
Carman, R. E.. 117. 
i arney, E. G.. 128, 131. 133. 
Carney, B. •-..  124. 131. 
Carroll. C. 121. 
Canon, H. D   116. 
Cash, E.. 131. 
Chaflee, A. B., 117. 
Chaffet, E. H.. 123. 
< haHce. L   E.. 128. 
Chaflee, M C, 124. 
Chambers, B   B, 116, 122. 
Chambers, 1. M, 122. 
Channell, H. A., 118. 
Chapm, H. L., 119, 129. 
Chajiin, M., 131. 
Charity. J. H . 128. 
ChflcoU, H., 127. 
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Chittenden, E. H., 118. 
Christy. Z. L., 123, 125. 131. 
Chrysler, A., 131. 
Chrysler, A. E., 122, 125. 
Clark, H., 119, 127. 
Clay, G. E., 125, 131. 
Cleveland, F. R., 122. 
Clisscld, R. S . 116. 
(lossman, M. E., 123, 131. 
Cochron, c, 124. 
Coe, W. C, 127. 
Colby, A. II., 116. 
Colby, C, 117. 
Collins. II., 131. 
Colwell, E. K., 124. 
Colwell, M., 131. 
Conlcy, I. N„ 122. 
Cooley. N„ 128. 
Cornell. E.. 117. 
Cox, E. M„ 122. 125. 
Cox, F. H., 117. 
Cox, W. H., 117. 
Craven, J. A., 116. 
Crippen, G. C, 117. 
Crowl, G. H., 117. 
Dalzicl, A., 122. 
Dann, B., 125. 
Dann. r., 125. 131. 
Davenport, R., 122, 125. 
Davidson, A. M., 127. 
Davidson, A. W., 119. 127. 
Davis. S. W., 127. 
Davis. E. T., 128. 
Day, A„ 131. 
Dean, F. L., 123. 
Dean. R. L., 127, 131. 
De Clerque, E. C,  119. 
Dcffenbaugh, E , 124. 
Deibcl, H. H. L . 128. 
Dickerson, V., 121. 
Dickinson, C, 125, 131. 
Dickinson, M. E.. 125, 131 
Dinklcman, A   M., 122. 
Dinsmore, G. 0., 129. 
Ditto, R. C, 117. 
Dixon, A. M., 127. 
Dray, C. R.. 127. 
Duboc, G. L., 122, 131. 
Duerr. C. F.. 129. 
Dye, D. L , 117. 
Dye, E. M , 123. 124. 
Earley, A. C. 118. 
Edwards, A. R., 122. 
Edwards, C. H., 122. 131. 
Ellis. B. II., 121. 131. 133. 
Ellor. W. H., 129, 131. 
Erler, T. G.. 96, 118. 
Eschman, K. H.. 128,  131. 
Evans, M. E , 123, 131. 
Evans, N. H . 121. 
Evans, W. A., 116. 
Ewart, A. B.. 124. 
Felix. J. C, 128. 
Ferguson. I. L., 124. 
Ferguson, M. F,., 121. 
Ferguson. P. C, 131. 
Ferrell. J. W., 118. 
Ferris. H., 118. 129. 
Fetzer, B.. 122. 125. 
Field, E. If., 131. 
Field, L. E , 122. 
Findlay. W. E., 128. 
Finley, C, 125, 131. 
Fiske. A. L., 118. 
Fleek.J. S, 131. 
Fleming. A., 131. 133. 
Fleming. C. E.. 117. 
FlurschuU, M., 131. 
Foote, E. H., 119. 127. 
Forsythe, E. L., 119, 127. 
Forsythe, J. H., 118, 129. 
Forsythe, W. E., 117. 
Fowble, M. H., 122. 125. 
Fox. P. C, 119, 129, 131. 
Franklin, H. G . 127. 
Frarier. B.. 131. 
Frasier. W. W , 119, 127. 
Frederick, D . 131. 
Fridley, II., 131 
Fuller. E..  122.  125 
Fulton. B. J.. IIS,  131. 
13s INDEX    OP   STUDENTS 
'•     |3i 
■    I   K    117 
A. 0    131 
I 
il   11    120  12 
H. i      128 
rd. W   B    118 
•     B .  I-'" 





H   1.    121 
Dutridi i..   116 
I2S   131 
. 
Hank 122   I-'". 
I     I     120   I-'".'. 
■   EG     120   120 
i! •    ll  W   i.:. 
Hatti rale;   1.   W     118, 129. 
Hayi     D    131 
C. J ,   l-'s. 





Hill, S   II    121 
II ■ 
H '   ; 
II u I), A   II    110. 
Hollowi     I    C, 117 
II  ppc   V   H     120   l-'T 
Hoaldnt ■ !t   131 
Hawaii, G   I.    116 
II   .!   I.  W    117   120 
Huffman. II   U. 118 
P   il     128 
HuUhiter, P    131   13 . 
Humphrey, A., 123 
Humpton, W C . 116. 
Hunt,   Harriet.   133. 
Hum, H. K , 123, 124. 131 
Hunt. II    II , 127 
Hunt. M , 133 
Hunt, If. H . 131 
Hunt, R   K . 118 
Must .M. .1   I), 117 
: [ngiia, 11   E . 138 
Inrin   C   W    us 
Irwin, I.  C, 116. 
Iaaaes.  E     131 
Islialiara.  EC.,  136 
laheim, K . 128 
P    118 
.-   II   11     135. 
I    R. 116. 
U   A , 121. 
Janning*, l<   II    138 
lewatt, K   I,, lis. 137, 
Jobug (Marak), 128. 
Johnaon, E C, 138. 125. 
Johnaon, T. S . 120. 
| •    r   M . i •.•:). 125. 
i    natoi    W   W . 128. 
1.1    I< . 130, 139, 
Jonaa   E   M . lie 
Jonaa, G    131 
Jones.  1    I. .   I Ih 
Jonaa, If. M . 123. 
P, R , 118. 
/.   H .  131, 
Kaufman, ('   E„   120.  129. 
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